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The International Cricket
Council on Monday

announced a record prize
purse of USD 11.25 million for
the 2024 T20 World Cup
with the winners pocketing
at least USD 2.45 million.
The runners-up will
receive at least USD 1.28
million, while the losing
semi-finalists walk away
with USD 787,500 each.
The previous edition in
2022 had a total prize pool of
USD 5.6 million with
winners England receiving
USD 1.6 million.

"The ninth edition of the ICC
Men's T20 WC will see the
winners of the 20-team
tournament earn at least $2.45
million, the highest prize
money in the history of the
tournament, along with the
trophy that they will lift in
Barbados on June 29," said the

ICC in a statement.
The four teams that fail to
make it out of the Super 8s
will earn USD 382,500 each,
while the teams placed ninth,
10th, 11th and 12th receive
USD 247,500 each.
Participants who finish 13th
to 20th place will return

$225,000 each.
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Smaller rivers in the Ganga
basin are playing a crucial

role in preserving the habitat
of the endangered Gangetic
dolphin, India's revered
national aquatic animal, a
joint study by the Wildlife
Institute of India (WII) and
the Union Government's
National Mission for Clean
Ganga has said.
However, they noted that
despite their importance, the
conservation and
management of these smaller
rivers have not received
adequate attention compared
to larger rivers.
With a comprehensive two-

year-long survey covering
1,290 kilometers of the
Ganga's tributaries and sub-
tributaries, researchers have
identified 620 kilometers of
critical habitats requiring
urgent conservation efforts
and management strategies
specifically tailored for these
smaller water bodies to
ensure the long-term survival
of the Gangetic dolphin
population.
The findings hold
significance given that in
recent years, the distribution
range of the Gangetic dolphin
in various rivers has
dwindled, particularly in the
upstream stretches. The
aquatic mammals which are

now in the IUCN list of
threatened species are now
believed to be extirpated from
the Son, Ken, Betwa, and Sind
rivers, the middle and upper
stretch of the Sharda river,
and the upper stretch of the

Yamuna river.
"These findings not only shed
light on the importance of
these lesser-known rivers but
also underscore their vital
contribution to the ecological
resilience and health of the

entire Ganga river system,"
said Syed Ainul Hussain, a
scientist at Dehradun-based
WII and co-author of the
study.
He added that these lesser-
known rivers harbor more
than 15 per cent of the
Gangetic dolphins and
contribute to habitat diversity.
"This underscores the
importance of conserving
these rivers to safeguard
biodiversity," Hussain
emphasised, pointing out
gaps in ecological restoration
efforts, particularly in the
conservation of smaller
rivers.
While larger rivers have often
been the focus of

conservation efforts, the
importance of smaller rivers
has been largely neglected.
During the two-year survey
conducted boat-based visual
encounter in ten rivers,
covering Girwa (20 km),
Kauriyala (15 km), Babai (75
km), Sharda (220 km), Rapti
(500 km), Bagmati (60 km),
Mahananda (230 km), Ken
(40 km), Betwa (90 km), and
Sind (40 km), researchers
found that engagement with
local communities is a
crucial component of
successful conservation
endeavors, especially in
areas where dolphin
populations intersect with
villages.
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Just a day ahead of the counting
of votes in the Lok Sabha

elections 2024, Chief Election
Commissioner Rajiv Kumar came
down heavily on the "mischievous
narratives" that could harm the
electoral process during the course
of the polls. 
He was responding to a query
against the backdrop of allegations
and criticism faced by the election
commission over alleged delay in

release of voter turnout, disclosure
of form 17C data and the sanctity
of electronic voting machines
(EVMs).
In a first, the Election
Commission held a Press
conference on Monday just a day
before the counting of votes and
claimed India created a world
record with 64.2 crore voters
including 31.2 crore women
participating in the Lok Sabha
elections this year, saying this is a
historic movement. 
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With just a day before the
counting of votes,  BJP

top leaders met at party's
president JP Nadda's residence
on Monday to discuss the
party's performance in the Lok
Sabha polls and its preparation
for the counting of votes
scheduled to take place on
June 4.
The meeting, presided over by
Nadda, was also learnt to have
taken stock of the prevailing
political situation following
the exit polls predicting a big
win for the BJP-led NDA, and
the Opposition INDIA Bloc's
series of meetings rejecting the
forecast.
"A meeting was held to discuss
and review the elections
conducted in seven phases and
also to discuss the counting of
votes which is to take place
tomorrow. The meeting was
presided over by party
national president Nadda,"
BJP national general secretary
Vinod Tawde told reporters
here after the meeting.
He said the meeting discussed
the voting pattern observed
during all seven phases of polls
as to how polling took place.
"This was also reviewed," he
added.
Tawde said the meeting,

which was attended by BJP
national general secretaries
and secretaries, held an
"extensive discussion" on all
seven phases of the Lok Sabha
elections and deliberated on
the deployment of party's
polling agents across the
country for counting of votes.
"That polling agents reach in
time across all booths, their
proper deployment, whether
there is any problem in this -
all these things were
discussed," he said.
The meeting also discussed if
there is "any suspicion" over
counting of votes anywhere
and party office bearers were
asked to pay "special
attention" to such a situation,
he said.
Asked if the meeting also
discussed BJP's plans for
celebrating its victory with
most of the exit polls
projecting it to be getting a
massive mandate for a third
consecutive term, Tawde
said, "There is no such
discussion on this at present.
We look into this only after
seeing the trends, not on the
basis of the exit polls'
projections."
Replying to a query on
formation of the party's
Government, the BJP leader
said there was no discussion at
the meeting on it.
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Ahead of the counting day, two
terrorists were gunned down

by a joint team of security forces in
the Nihama area of South
Kashmir's Pulwama district on
Monday.
According to media reports, one of
the self-styled commanders of the
Lashkar-e-Tayyeba Riyaz Dar was
believed to have been trapped
inside the hideout along with his
accomplice.
To flush out the terrorists hiding
inside the residential building, the
security forces blasted the
structure to avoid any collateral
damage.
According to a tweet posted by the
Kashmir Zone police on X, "Bodies
of two terrorists killed in the anti-
terrorist operation have been
recovered so far. Identity and
affiliation is being ascertained and
the operation is in progress."
The operation was launched by the
security forces based on inputs
received about the presence of

terrorists in the built-up area late
Sunday evening.
According to police, the firefight
erupted when the joint team of
security forces came under fire
from the terrorists hiding in one of
the houses early Monday morning.
Meanwhile, stringent security
arrangements have been made
across different parts of Kashmir
valley for the counting of votes for
three LoK Sabha seats.
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WhatsApp has banned 71 lakh
Indian users in April this year

for violating platform rules and
policies. The company assures
continued action against accounts
breaching its terms to maintain a safe
user environment.
WhatsApp ban was in line to curb
misuse and maintain integrity of the
platform. WhatsApp uses machine
learning and data analytics to
proactively identify and ban
suspicious accounts.
Every month WhatsApp bans lakhs
of Indian users who are reported for
being scammers or violating the
platform's privacy policies. In its
latest India Monthly Report, the
Meta-owned instant messaging
platform revealed that it banned
around 71 lakh Indian accounts
between April 1, 2024, and April 30,
2024, to curb misuse and maintain
platform integrity. The company has
further assured that it will continue
implementing more bans if users
continue to violate its rules.
WhatsApp banned a total of
7,182,000 accounts between April 1
and April 30. Amongst these,
1,302,000 accounts were proactively
banned before any reports from
users. This proactive stance is part of
WhatsApp's broader strategy to
prevent abuse before it occurs. The
company uses advanced machine
learning and data analytics to
identify suspicious behaviour
patterns indicative of abuse. Notably,
in April 2024, WhatsApp received
10,554 user reports on various
topics, including account support,
ban appeals, product support, and
safety concerns.
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UPA chairperson and
senior Congress leader

Sonia Gandhi on Monday
said her party is very
hopeful that the results of
the Lok Sabha elections will
be totally opposite to what
has been shown in the exit
polls. "We have to wait, just
wait and see," Sonia said
when asked about her
expectations from the
results scheduled to be
announced on Tuesday.
Congress leaders have said
that the INDIA Bloc will
win 295 seats and form the
Government. Preparations
were underway at the
Congress headquarters on
Monday for the June 4
counting day with many

supporters seeing them as
arrangements for
celebration of the INDIA
Bloc's victory in the Lok
Sabha polls despite exit
polls suggesting otherwise.
Tent-poles have been
erected in the grounds of
the Congress' 24, Akbar
Road headquarters and
giant coolers were being set
up around its sprawling
premises.
"We are very hopeful that
our results are completely
opposite to what the exit
polls are showing," the
Congress parliamentary
party chief added. Sonia
Gandhi made the remarks
after attending an event
held at the DMK office
here. She paid tributes to
DMK stalwart M
Karunanidhi on his 100th

birth anniversary.
Most exit polls have
predicted that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
will retain power for a third
straight term, with the BJP-
led NDA expected to win a

big majority in the Lok
Sabha polls. While some
exit polls have given the
NDA more than 400 seats,
most have predicted that it
will win over 350, which is
way above the majority

mark of 272 seats needed
to form the Government.
The Congress and other
INDIA Bloc parties have
trashed the exit polls,
claiming that these surveys
were a work of "fantasy"
and asserting that the
opposition alliance will
form the next
Government.
Further, the Congress led
INDIA Bloc on Monday
said the Election
Commission (EC) has
agreed to its request of
counting the postal ballots
first on June 4, when the
results of the Lok Sabha
polls are scheduled to be
declared, and stressed that
this is the participatory
manner of promoting the
spirit of democracy in a
non-adversarial fashion.

WhatsApp bans
71 lakh Indians
for policy breach
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Just wait and see: Sonia 
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Indian Stock markets surged to
record highs on Monday
following exit polls projecting a
third term for Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's Government.

The Nifty 50 jumped up 3.25 per cent
(up by 733 points) and closed at
23,264 levels. Meanwhile, the Sensex
gained 3.39 per cent (up by 2,507
points) and closed at 76,469 levels. 

In the past few days, there has
been notable positive economic

development with the release
of the GDP numbers for
2023-24 and S&P's positive
outlook upgrade for
India. 

The GDP exceeded
market expectations,

showing a growth of 8.2
per cent in 2023-24
compared to 7
per cent in
2 0 2 2 - 2 3 .
I t ' s

worth noting that the growth in 2023-
24 surpasses the Government's
second advance estimate of 7.6 per
cent released in February 2024.
The sustainability of the current GDP
growth in the long term is a matter of
concern. Long-term GDP growth
heavily relies on the level of
investment in the economy, which
has seen a healthy 9 per cent increase.
It's important to note that the
Government sector has been the
primary driver of this investment
growth. 
Specifically, the Central

Government's capital expenditure
(CapEx) has experienced a
significant surge of 28 per cent in
2023-24. However, there needs
to be more momentum in the
private sector CapEx. While the

private sector has shown an
increasing willingness to invest, the
key factors affecting this are policy
certainty and confidence in global
and domestic economic stability. 
The exit poll results signal stability in
domestic economic and policy
matters, which is one of the critical
drivers for private capex.
With manufacturing capacity
utilisation currently at 75 per cent,
and both bank and corporate
balance sheets in solid
condition, the stage is set for
a resurgence in private
capital expenditure. 
Ultimately, the private
sector must take the lead in
driving the investment cycle. 
As investment plays a crucial
role in job creation, leading to
increased demand, ultimately
validating the initial investment and
attracting further investments. This
sets off a positive cycle of investment
and growth. It's essential to recognise
that sustained investment growth
cannot solely rely on Government
CapEx year after year. 
With both public and private
investments expected to pick up in
the economy, What can be done now
to provide suitable employment
opportunities for citizens - the answer

is to focus on CapEx in
manufacturing, especially labour-
intensive. This is answered in one of
the guarantees by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, i.e., to transform
India into a global manufacturing
hub. In the past, India has successfully
attracted suppliers for major US
corporations such as Apple Inc and
Alphabet Inc's Google. 
However, according to World Bank

data, less than 3 per cent of
global manufacturing occurs

in the world's most populous
country, compared to 24 per
cent in China. So much has
to be done in this area.

Another factor contributing
to job creation is a focus on

boosting exports. This has been
limited due to sluggish global growth.
While India's service exports have
remained strong, merchandise
exports have specifically felt the
impact of the global slowdown, which
is expected to reverse. 
When investments both in public and
private are expected to grow,
supplemented with a thrust on
labour-intensive manufacturing and
exports, the quantity and quality of
jobs will increase. Then, private
consumption, one of the main pillars
of the economy, will also have 8-9 per

cent growth, which was at around 4
per cent in 2023-24.
A combination of sustainable long-
term GDP growth, increased private
sector investment in capital
expenditure, S&P's positive outlook
upgrade, and the prospect of a third
term for Modi's administration,
which aims to position India as a
global manufacturing hub, is
expected to generate significant
optimism among investors in India.
These factors promise policy
continuity and potential for growth,
suggesting a positive outlook for the
market and inflow of global capital. 
The new Government's 100-day
agenda and the upcoming full Budget
in July 2024 were also important focal
points. Furthermore, the progression
of the monsoon, inflation data, and
the Reserve Bank of India's (RBI)
interest rate policies will continue to
significantly influence and guide the
Indian economy in the days ahead.
So, with all these solid
macroeconomic fundamentals and
policy continuity, we can expect abki
baar GDP growth 10 per cent paar
followed by Sensex 100,000 paar.

The writer is a Professor of Finance at
XLRI-Xavier School of Management
and a BJP leader.
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Aspectacular Passing
Out Parade (POP) of
third batch of

Agniveers was held at 3 EME
Centre on 03 Jun 24. As many
as 816 Agniveers marched
smartly on the drill ground of
the Centre in Bairagarh to
enter into the folds of the
Corps of Electronics &
Mechanical Engineers (EME)
of the Indian Army. The
parade was reviewed by
Brigadier Anil Das,
Commandant, 3 EME Centre.
The momentous event was
also witnessed by proud fam-
ily members of the passing out
course. 
The POP marks the culmina-
tion of 10 weeks of Basic
Military Training followed by
another 21 weeks of Advance
Military Training and begin-
ning of their new voyage in
the Indian Army as disci-
plined soldier craftsmen.
The Commandant congratu-

lated the trainees on parade
for their impeccable turn out,
good military bearing and
smart drill. He highlighted
that new challenges are
emerging from the global
security scenario and tech-
nological transformation. 
Hence the need to continu-
ously acquire knowledge,
skills and capability to achieve
the desired objectives. He
impressed upon the Agniveers
to hone their skills, be tech-
nologically aware and devel-
op a strong foundation of
knowledge, willingness to
learn and commitment to
perform in their respective
fields. He also complimented
them for their hard  work  and
outstanding  performance.
He exhorted the  young  sol-
diers  to  take  pride  in their
uniform and  country  and
wished them good luck for
their next role in the field
Army.
The Agniveers completed
physically grueling and men-

tally demanding training and
will now join their respective
EME units. Agniveers per-
forming exceptionally well in
the training were awarded
with medals in various cate-
gories to include top three in
Overall Order of Merit, Best
in Academics and Excellence
in Drill. Over 1000 proud par-
ents and relatives of the
Agniveers were also awarded
with ‘Gaurav Padak’ in recog-
nition of their efforts and
sacrifice for the Nation.
3 EME Centre symbolises
the Army’s motto ‘Service
Before Self ’. Since its raising
in 1962, it has been closely
linked to Bhopal’s fabric, and
both have grown multifold,
complementing each other.
The Centre has trained over
75,000 recruits including the
Agniveers and turned them
into Soldier - Craftsmen who
have proved their mettle in all
fields, be it military opera-
tions, aid to civil authorities,
disaster relief or sports. People

of Bhopal are witness to the
fact that whenever the situa-
tion has demanded, 3 EME
Centre has come to the fore-
front in assistance. When
tragedy struck on the night of
December 2, 1984 at Union
Carbide, rescue teams from 3
EME Centre were amongst
the first responders to evac-
uate residents around the fac-
tory. The Centre continues to
stand strong with the people
of Bhopal in line with their
expectations.
A sizeable strengh of ex-ser-
vicemen from EME has set-
tled down in and around
Bhopal after retirement, mak-
ing it their home. 
Through them, the Centre
has further blended into the
vibe of the city. Since the
launch of the Agnipath
Scheme, the Centre has
already carried out training of
three batches of Agniveers
while the fourth batch of
Agniveers will be reporting to
the Centre shortly.
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Counting of votes for
Madhya Pradesh Lok
Sabha Election-2024 will

be held on Tuesday, June 4. 
Chief Election Officer Anupam
Rajan said that display walls have
been arranged at 10 major places
in Bhopal district to see the
results and trends of counting of
votes, so that the general public
can easily see the trends and

results of counting of votes.
Rajan said that in Bhopal city, the
trends and results of counting of
votes will be displayed through
display walls at Chief Electoral
Officer Office, Arera Hills,
Nirvachan Sadan, Rani
Kamalapati Railway Station, DB
Mall-MP Nagar, Aushima Mall-
Hoshangabad Road, Aura Mall-
Shahpura, Main Railway Station
Bhopal and near Bake and Shake
in Number 10 Market, Depot

Square Bhadbhada Road, Vallabh
Bhawan-Mantralaya and Lal
Ghati Square. The counting
results can also be seen on the
Election Commission of India's
website https://results.eci.gov.in
and Voter Helpline App (VHA).
Voter Helpline App can be
downloaded from Google Play
Store. Apart from this, the count-
ing results will also be displayed
on https://ceomad-
hyapradesh.nic.in.
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A65-year-old retired
employee of Bhopal
Municipal Corporation

was beaten to death while his son
escaped with injuries and grand-
son saved his life by running over
2 km.
The deceased identified as Parvat
Singh had gone to his farm in vil-
lage Moochkheda in Shyampur
area of Sehore with his son and
grandson.
When the youths consuming
drugs were asked to leave, they
started beating him. They kept
beating the old man with sticks
till he fainted. His son also suf-
fered serious injuries. While the
12-year-old grandson ran 2 kilo-
meters to save his life.
The incident happened on
Sunday evening. The old man
died on Monday morning. The
injured son is admitted at the
hospital. Sehore police have reg-
istered a case and started inves-

tigating the matter.
One of the family member
Deepak Singh Malviya said
Parvat Singh (65) retired from
Bhopal Municipal Corporation
four years ago. He lives with his
family in Karond area of Bhopal.
On Sunday afternoon, he went to
his farm in Sehore's Moochkheda
village with his son Rakesh (41)
and grandson Ayush (12). They
worked all day. In the evening, he
saw 4-5 youths consuming drugs
in the field. When he asked
them to leave, they started argu-
ing.
Seeing the quarrel, his son
Rakesh and grandson Ayush,
who were working far away,
came near. They asked the youths
to leave the field. 
On this, the youths left the place
arguing. But, after some time,
they returned again armed with
sticks and rods. As soon as they
arrived, they started beating
Parvat Singh and Rakesh. Parvat
Singh fell unconscious on the

ground.
Relative Deepak Singh Malviya
reached Shyampur's
Moochkheda village with some
friends and relatives from Bhopal
and brought the father and son
to Hamidia Hospital.
After beating his father and
grandfather, the attackers ran
towards his grandson Ayush.
But, Ayush ran. He kept running
continuously for about 2 kms.
Meanwhile, Ayush informed his
relative Deepak Singh Malviya
about the incident from his father
Rakesh's phone. On receiving the
news, Deepak Singh Malviya
reached Shyampur's
Moochkheda village with some
friends and relatives from Bhopal.
Here he reached the farm with
Ayush. From there he saw Parvat
Singh and Rakesh lying on the
ground. They were immediately
brought to Bhopal and taken to
Hamidia Hospital. Parvat Singh
died during treatment here at 9
am on Monday. While Rakesh

has got 7 stitches on his head.
Son Rakesh, who was present
with Parvat at the time of the
incident, said that we have four
acres of land in Moochkheda. In
which the construction work of
the house is to be done. For this,
gravel had to be brought on
Sunday night. For this reason, my
father took me and my son
along. At night, 4-5 drunken
youths were seen sitting in a cor-
ner of the field. When father tried
to explain, they started misbe-
having. When I intervened, the
accused left the spot. After this,
in a short while, they attacked
with sticks.
They hit his father on the head
and temple with sticks. When I
tried to save him, they also hit me
on the head with sticks. We kept
screaming for help, help could
not come due to the deserted
place. The bleeding father had
become unconscious. Even after
this, they kept hitting him with
sticks.
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Chief Election Officer
Anupam Rajan
announced that counting

for 29 parliamentary con-
stituencies in Madhya Pradesh
Lok Sabha Election 2024 will be
held across 52 district head-
quarters on June 4 from 8.00 am.
Counting of postal ballots will
start at 8 am in 29 Returning
Officer (RO) headquarters.
Following this, counting of votes
from EVMs will commence
here from 8:30 am whereas it is
set to start from 8 am in 23 dis-
tricts. 
All arrangements have been
made for counting of votes. All
Returning Officers, Assistant
Returning Officers, Collectors
and District Election Officers,
Police Commissioners and
Superintendents of Police have
been instructed to strictly follow

the security norms. Dry day has
been declared on the day of
counting of votes. In view of the
intense heat, all necessary
arrangements have been made
at the counting venue including
cold water, AC, coolers, fans,
medical kits, ambulances, tem-
porary hospitals, fire extin-
guishers, fire brigade.
Three-tier security system has
been ensured at the counting
place. Individuals possessing
authorised pass will be granted
with strict measures to prevent
unauthorised access. Counting of
EVMs and postal ballots will be
done in the rooms made as per
the instructions of the
Commission. There will be
three-tier randomization of
counting personnel. First and
second level randomization has
been done. The final stage of ran-
domization is scheduled to take
place on June 4 at 5 am in the

presence of the observer. 116
observers have been appointed
by the Commission for counting
of votes of 29 Lok Sabha con-
stituencies, who have reached the
districts.
Postal ballots of service voters are
being received by post. Postal
ballot papers received at the
counting centre before 8 am
will be included in the counting.
A separate media centre has
been set-up for media personnel
at the counting centre, where
facilities like telephone, com-
puter, printer, calculator and
internet etc. will be available.
Authorisation letters have been
issued by the Commission for
media personnel.
There will be one counting
supervisor, one counting assis-
tant, one counting staff and one
micro observer at the EVM
counting table. Similarly, there
will be one assistant returning

officer, one counting supervisor,
two counting assistants and one
micro observer at the postal
ballot counting table.
The counting agents of the can-
didates will be present at the
EVM/postal ballot table. In the
order of their seating, there will
be (1) recognised national polit-
ical parties, (2) such recognised
state parties of other states which
have been allotted election sym-
bol for that Lok Sabha con-
stituency, (3) unrecognised reg-
istered parties and (4) indepen-
dents. There will be assembly
segment wise barricading and
colour coding arrangement for
taking machines from the strong
room to the counting hall, which
will have CCTV coverage.
Candidates with passes, elec-
tion agents, counting agents will
be allowed to take blank paper,
copy of ballot paper account for-
mat 17C part-1, list of EVMs and

VVPATs provided by the
Returning Officer which have
been used in various polling sta-
tions and plastic pen or pencil
inside the counting hall.
Mobile phones, iPads, laptops,
smart watches, cameras, other
electronic devices, bidis, ciga-
rettes and gutkha will be banned
in the counting hall. Apart from
observers, no one is allowed to
take mobile phones inside the
counting hall. Only ROs, AROs,
counting supervisors who are
connected to ETPBMS/INCORE
will be able to take mobile
phones for OTP to open
ETPBMS/INCORE.
Rajan stated that counting of
postal ballots for 29 Lok Sabha
parliamentary constituencies will
be done at the Returning Officer
Headquarters. Upon comple-
tion of postal-ballot count the
result will be promptly disclosed
of postal ballots candidate-wise.
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In a pioneering medical
achievement, AIIMS
Bhopal has successfully

treated three children suf-
fering from rare and complex
congenital heart diseases
without the need for surgery. 
This remarkable feat was
accomplished under the lead-
ership of Professor (Dr.) Ajai
Singh, Executive Director of
AIIMS Bhopal, with the
skilled intervention of cardi-
ologist Bhushan Shah and his
dedicated team. For the first
time, the lives of these three
young patients were saved
using advanced non-surgical
techniques. Two of the chil-
dren were less than a year
old, and all three were facing
serious heart conditions that
posed significant health risks.
In the first case, a 2-month-
old baby girl weighing just 2
kg was diagnosed with Patent

Ductus Arteriosus (PDA), a
congenital heart defect where
the normal channel between
the pulmonary artery and
aorta fails to close after birth,
leading to heart failure.
Traditional surgery was
deemed almost impossible
due to the high risk to her
life. Dr. Bhushan Shah, using
echocardiography, closed the
channel through a vein in the
waist with a Nitinol device,
avoiding surgery. Following
the procedure, the baby

began drinking breast milk
and showed reduced symp-
toms of heart failure. 
She was discharged from the
hospital after just three days.
A similar procedure was per-
formed on an 11-month-old
child who had been turned
away by many major hospi-
tals across the country due to
his young age. The doctors at
AIIMS Bhopal successfully
treated him using the Nitinol
device without surgery, giv-
ing the child a new chance at
life.                               
In the third case, a 3-year-old
child was suffering from a
Ventricular Septal Defect
(VSD), a condition where a
hole in the wall between the
heart's two lower chambers
prevents oxygenated blood
from reaching the entire
body. 
Closing this hole with the
Nitinol device carries a risk
of slowing down the heart

rate. However, Dr. Bhushan
Shah expertly inserted the
appropriately sized Nitinol
device through the artery,
successfully closing the hole
and saving the child's life. 
This series of successful treat-
ments marks the first time
such young and low-weight
children with severe heart
diseases have been treated
using the Nitinol device at
AIIMS Bhopal. The cardiac
anesthesia team, led by Dr.
Pooja Singh, played a crucial
role in these successes. 
All three children were treat-
ed completely free of cost
under the Ayushman Bharat
scheme and have now
regained their health.
Professor (Dr.) Ajai Singh,
Executive Director of AIIMS
Bhopal, congratulated the
entire team for their excep-
tional work and dedication to
providing top-notch patient
care.  
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Two people died after a
tree branch fell on them
at10 number market

on Monday afternoon,
injured were taken to the
hospital, where one person
died during treatment  while
the other died 4 hours later.
Vehicles and shops have also
been damaged in the incident.
Number 10 Market Traders
Association President Anand
Soni said that second stop res-
ident Narmada Prasad (47)
used to operate sugarcane
under the shade of the tree.
While Panchsheel Nagar res-
ident contractor Ashok
Ahirwar (50) had come to
drink juice. At around 11.30
am a very big branch of the
eucalyptus tree broke and
fell. It fell directly on them.
People present on the spot
immediately took the injured
to the hospital. There Ashok
died within a short time,
while Narmada Prasad died at
around 3:30 pm. Apart from
this, many vehicles and shops
have also been damaged.
If the Municipal Corporation
and the government had
pruned the trees in time,
such a big accident would not
have happened. Those who

died should be compensated.
Narmada Prasad used to
operate juice shop under the
same tree in 10 number mar-
kets for about 15 years. He
had injuries in his shoulder,
ribs, waist and hand, due to
which he died. Ashok, on the
other hand, was a labour
contractor. He left his house
in Panchsheel Nagar at
around 10 am like every day,
and reached Narmada
Prasad's pulley to drink sug-
arcane juice. While drinking
the juice, the branch fell on
his head.
Family members said that
Ashok Ahirwar has 4 chil-
dren, the eldest son Suraj
Ahirwar is a police constable
in Mandideep. Ashok comes
to this area daily. For many
years, he used to come every
day between 10 and 11 in the
morning. The family mem-
bers said that as usual they
left at around 11 am.
Habibganj police station in-
charge Sarita Burman said -
the branch of the eucalyptus
tree located at number 10
had fallen. A police team was
sent to the spot. In this case,
we will investigate the inci-
dent from every angle. A case
is being registered in the
matter. 
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Bank of India, one of the
leading public sector
banks in India, has

launched its "666 Days - Fixed
Deposit" which offers very
attractive returns on deposits
as high as 7.95% p.a. for Super
Senior Citizens for 666 Days
for deposit amount of less
than Rs 2.00 Crs. 
Customers & general public
can take advantage of this
unique investment opportuni-
ty by opening "666 Days -
Fixed Deposit" which offers
one of the highest return on
Fixed Deposits, reinforcing
the bank's commitment to
deliver superior financial prod-
ucts. 
On this "666 Days - Fixed
Deposit", Senior Citizen will
get 7.80% p.a. & other will get
7.30% p.a. The revised interest
rates are applicable for domes-
tic, NRO and NRE Rupee
Term deposits which is made
effective from 01.06.2024. Loan
against Fixed Deposit and
Premature Withdrawal facili-
ty is available. Customers can
visit any Bank of India branch
or use the BOI Omni Neo App
/ internet banking to open 666
Days - Fixed Deposits. 
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On the occasion of World
Environment Day,
Indira Gandhi Rashtriya

Manav Sangrahalaya Bhopal
will worship nature for better
monsoon at the sacred forest of
Tamil Nadu called Kovil Kadu,
a sacred complex exhibit struc-
ture in the museum premises by
the members of Tamil com-
munity residing in Bhopal. 
In this regard, Museum officer
K Sheshadri said that the main
objective of the establishment of
the exhibition Kovil Kadu is not
only to keep museum complex
green but also acquainted with
the concept of sacred forest
complex to the visitors of dif-
ferent age and community
groups, so that concept of
preservation and development
of nature can be developed in
the mind of general public.This
structure was established in
the year 1999 with the partici-
pation of concerned local com-
munity. To be held on 05 June
2024 at 11.30 am. In this ritu-
al, people of the local Tamil
community will together wor-
ship all the natural gods at
Ayyanar dev sthanam.
Kovil Kadu – Sacred Groves of
Tamilnadu Nature worship is
an ancient Indian tradition.

Sacred grove, which represents
one form of nature worship, is
a component of the village
landscape in Tamil Nadu. Many
groves have temples within
them. 
While the residing deity in
most of the sacred groves is the
snake god, ‘Ayyappan’,
‘Murugan’ and ‘Amman’ are
also worshipped in some
places. On full moon days,
communities offer prayers col-
lectively. The villagers believe
that the groves provide liveli-
hood directly or indirectly and
restrict natural catastrophes.
Trees, shrubs & herbs, climbers
and lianas like Aegle marmelos
Corr. (bel), Ailanthus
malabaricaWall (gugul), Bassia
latifolia Roxb (Mahua), Cocos
nucifera L. (coconut),
Erythrina indica Lam (parija-
ta), Mangifera indica L.
(mango), Terminalia spp.
(harra), Cassia tora L. (chaksu),
Ervatamia spp., Parviflora Rox.
(maula), are grown in Kovil-
Kadus. 
Apart from natural sacred
groves, where natural vegeta-
tion has been protected, there
are sacred gardens, locally cre-
ated. These are called
Thirundavanas. These gardens
are meant exclusively for grow-
ing flowers for the deity. 
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In continuance of Anti-
Drug operations, on the
basis of specific intelli-

gence, officers of Central
Bureau of Narcotics (CBN),
Neemuch have seized 5502.81
Kgs Poppy Straw, 9.14 kgs
Opium, 1 Pistol, 5 live bullets,
1 truck and 3 cars in 6 anti-
drug operations in Madhya
Pradesh.
On June 02, officers of CBN
Neemuch searched a sus-
pected house in Village -
Amba, Tehsil- Suwasara,
District- Mandsaur (M.P.)
and seized total 1918.600 Kgs
Poppy Straw and 1.250 Kgs
Opium. After receiving intel-
ligence that a resident of
Village - Amba, Tehsil-
Suwasara, District- Mandsaur
(M.P.) was having Poppy
Straw & Opium secreted at
his residence and would deliv-
er it to drug traffickers, team
of officers of CBN Neemuch
was formed and dispatched in
early hours of 02.06.2024 and
the suspected house in said
village was searched, which
resulted in recovery of total
1918.600 Kgs Poppy Straw
and 1.250 Kgs Opium con-
cealed in house. After com-
pletion of legal formalities, the
recovered Poppy Straw and
Opium was seized & said
person was arrested under
relevant provisions of NDPS
Act, 1985. 
On May 31, on the basis of
specific intelligence, a joint
preventive team of officers of
Central Bureau of Narcotics

(CBN), Ujjain along with
DOO Neemuch Ist Div. inter-
cepted a Truck near Dhodhar
toll naka, tehsil- Jaora,
District-Ratlam (M.P) and
recovered total 147 bags of
Poppy Straw weighing
2962.900 Kgs. After receiving
specific intelligence that a
Tata Truck having registration
number of Rajasthan would
be carrying Poppy Straw from
Mandsaur to Punjab, a team
of officers of CBN Ujjain and
DOO Neemuch Ist Div. was
formed and dispatched in
early hours of May 31. 
Strict Surveillance on the sus-
pected route was kept and
after successful identification
of vehicle by CBN officers, the
Tata Truck was intercepted
near Dhodhar toll naka,
tehsil-Jaora, District-Ratlam
(M.P). The said Truck was
carrying Soyabean Husk as
cover cargo. 
On sustained questioning,
the occupants of vehicle
revealed that Poppy Straw
was loaded in the pickup
under the cover cargo. Since
it was not possible to search
the vehicle on spot owing to
security reasons, it was
brought to the CBN office.
The said Truck was thor-
oughly searched and total
2962.900 Kgs Poppy Straw
was recovered. After comple-
tion of legal formalities, the
recovered Poppy Straw along
with Tata Truck and cover
cargo have been seized and
two persons were arrested
under the relevant provisions
of NDPS Act, 1985.
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As the temperatures
have peaked in the
season, little relief

from the hot and harsh
weather conditions was
witnessed at several places
as few witnessed rainfall
while others witnessed
cloudy conditions. 
It was cloudy in Bhopal on
Monday afternoon. It
rained in the evening.
Before this, Nautapa was
very hot. For the first 4
days, the temperature
remained above 44 degrees.
At one time, it reached a
record 45.4 degrees, which
was the second highest in
10 years. There was intense
heat in the other 4 days as
well. There was some relief
from the heat on the last
day, Sunday.
The Met said that the
weather in Bhopal will

remain changed for the
next 2 to 3 days. It may also
rain in the next 48 hours.
Before this, the effect of
heat was felt throughout the
day on Sunday. However,
the temperature did not rise
much and 40.8 degrees was
recorded. This tempera-
ture was the lowest in the
9 days of Nautapa. There
was light drizzle in many
areas in the evening.
After the passing of
Nautapa in Madhya
Pradesh, the heat was mild
in many districts on
Monday. It also rained in
many districts including
Bhopal, Indore, Ujjain,
Dhar, Betul. Chhatarpur's
Bijawar and Niwari's
Prithvipur were the hottest.
The temperature in Bijawar
was recorded at 45.8 and in
Niwari at 45.5 degrees.
Apart from Bijawar and
Prithvipur, Khajuraho,

Nowgong, Shivpuri,
Damoh, Sagar, Gwalior,
Rewa and Guna were also
included in the top-10
hottest cities of the state.
45.8 degrees in Bijawar,
45.5 degrees in Niwari, 45
degrees in Khajuraho, 44
degrees in Nowgong -
Shivpuri, 43.6 degrees in
Damoh-Sagar, 43.5 degrees
in Gwalior, 43.4 degrees in
Rewa and 43.2 degrees
Celsius in Guna.
IMD, Bhopal meteorologist
said, after knocking in
Kerala a day earlier, the
monsoon is progressing
rapidly. Due to this, it is
expected to reach the state
on time. Currently, due to
cyclonic circulation, trough
line and western distur-
bance, a period of thun-
derstorms and rain is being
formed. This will continue
for the next few days. The
situation of thunderstorms

and lightning will continue
on Tuesday.
Two people died of heat
stroke in Shahdol within 48
hours. The first case is
from Palasau village of
Gohparu police station
area. Here Ramu Yadav
(65) had stomach ache on
June 2. He drank water and
went to sleep. He did not
wake up even after a long
time. The family went to
wake him up but he had
died.
The second case is from
Pailwah village of Gohparu.
Aradhana Dwivedi (23)
was a field coordinator in
an NGO. 
On May 31, after field
work, she fainted when she
returned to the office in the
evening. She was brought
to the district hospital. She
was admitted to a private
hospital when her BP was
continuously low and she

did not get relief. She died
on Sunday night during
treatment. District hospital
doctor Mohammad Aashiq
said that Aradhana was
having stomach ache and
difficulty in breathing.
Nautapa started from May
25 with the Sun entering
the Rohini constellation
from Kritika. In the last 5
out of 10 years, there has
been a trend of intense
heat during Nautapa. This
time too, there has been
intense heat for 5 consecu-
tive days. The effect of heat
was felt on the sixth, sev-
enth and eighth day as
well. In many districts
including Prithvipur,
Nowgong, Bijawar, Sidhi,
Rajgarh, Chhatarpur, the
temperature reached record
levels. On Sunday, the mer-
cury fell by 1 to 5 degrees
in many districts. The night
temperature also decreased.
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Vikas Vishwa Kalyan
Samridhi Sanstha
President Journalist Vikas

Tyagi said that dense mini forests
should be developed by planting
trees around about 300 ponds in
Indore district. Indore Collector
Ashish Singh had sought sugges-
tions in a meeting of social orga-
nizations in the Collector's Office
for Indore Master Plan 2041.
A meeting of organizations, insti-
tutions, stake holders etc. relat-
ed to the development of the city
was organized on the initiative of
Collector Ashish Singh to make
Indore Vikas Yojana 2041 better
equipped with public facilities
and useful for the public.
In this meeting, suggestions were
taken by discussing in detail
about the development plans of
Indore.
In the meeting, Joint Director
Urban and Rural Investment
Subhashish Banerjee along with
representatives of city develop-
ment organizations Indore
Utthan Abhiyan Samiti, Abhyas
Mandal, Seva Surbhi, Vikas
Vishwa Kalyan Samridhi Sanstha
and other social organizations
put forward their suggestions
before Indore Collector Ashish
Singh.
Vikas Vishwa Kalyan Samridhi
Sanstha President Journalist
Vikas Tyagi said that there are
about 300 government ponds in
Indore district, which should be
demarcated and deepened.
Plantation should be done on a
large scale around all these ponds
so that all the trees around the
ponds grow and form a dense
mini forest. By planting trees
around the pond, the trees will
continue to get water and these
trees will grow to form a small
forest and will also work as a
security wall and boundary wall
around the pond for the protec-
tion of the pond.
In Indore, Saraswati and Kanha
rivers pass through the middle of
the city. The water level of these
rivers should be maintained and
they should be used for boat
transport and passenger trans-
port. If boat transport starts in

these two rivers of the city, then
the demand for petrol and diesel
will also decrease. There will be
a reduction in noise and air pol-
lution. By starting passenger and
goods transport by boat, the
traffic on the road will decrease
and people will get relief from
traffic jams. Passenger transport
and goods transport by boat will
be available to the people at
lower prices than road transport.
Among the trees planted around
the ponds, medicinal trees and
fruit trees should be planted so
that the people who take care of
these forests can also get a means
of income and employment.
Fish farming should also be
started in the ponds so that the
people who take care of the
ponds can get a means of income
and employment.
In summer, when the water level
of the pond decreases, then some
trees should be planted on the land
of the pond. Permission to grow
fruits, vegetables and other crops
for a month should be given to the
people who look after the pond so
that they can earn income.
In Indore, shady footpaths should
be made by planting trees on both
sides of the footpath so that peo-
ple can cover short distances by
walking on the shady footpath and
they do not have to use their two-
wheelers and auto rickshaws again
and again. This will not only save
money for the citizens but there
will also be no air pollution and
noise pollution and citizens will
also get physical health benefits by
walking daily.
Many government and private
schools in Indore district are
spread over several hectares of
land. Small forests should be
developed inside these schools by
planting trees on a large scale.
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Bhopal: Bhopal crime branch
has arrested three absconding
accused carrying a reward of Rs
10000 in the case of attempt to
murder, vandalism and wound-
ing with a sword. The accused
had committed this crime in
Shujalpur police station area of
Shajapur district. 
Criminal cases have been regis-
tered against the arrested accused
in Shujalpur earlier as well.
According to the information
received from the Crime Branch,
accused Shakir alias Panni ,
Tipu and Shafiq Patel were
absconding in the case of attempt
to murder registered in
Shujalpur.  The accused is a res-
ident of Kharakuo Shujalpur
City.
SP Yashpal Singh Rajput had

announced a reward of Rs 10000
each on the arrest of Shakir alias
Panni, Tipu Patel and Shafiq
Patel.
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The 80th Staff Course com-
menced on Monday at the

Defence Services Staff College
(DSSC) in Wellington, Tamil
Nadu. The course is designed
to train mid-career officers
from the Indian Army, Navy,
and Air Force to become pro-
ficient staff officers and future
military leaders and equips
officers with the knowledge
and skills necessary to oper-
ate effectively in an integrat-
ed tri-services environment,
defence ministry said here.
During the course, 480 stu-
dent officers including 38
officers from 26 Friendly
Foreign Countries will gain a
deep understanding of the
functioning of each service
and the warfighting philoso-
phies at tactical and opera-
tional level over a duration of
45 weeks.
In his address to the student
officers, Lt General Virendra
Vats, Commandant, DSSC
highlighted the dynamic
nature and character of war-
fare, characteristics of the
VUCA World and how DSSC
would empower the student
officers to face future chal-

lenges.
He emphasized the critical
role of synergy and integration
among the Army, Navy, and
Air Force and underscored the
importance of understanding
the unique capabilities of each
service to ensure seamless
collaboration in modern war-
fare.
The Commandant also high-
lighted the need for student
officers to develop a strong
understanding of emerging
technologies and geopolitical
issues impacting India’s mili-
tary and security landscape.
This awareness will empower
them to make informed deci-
sions and contribute effec-

tively to military strategies.
In a first-of-its-kind initiative,
the 80th Staff Course also
introduced a specially curat-
ed curriculum for a select
group of student officers from
the Indian Army, Navy, Air
Force, and friendly foreign
countries.
The curriculum would foster
a collaborative and inter-ser-
vice approach to jointness
and integration in warfare
and focus on inter-service
understanding and coopera-
tion at this early stage in their
careers, thus empowering
them to lead the way in the
upcoming era of Theatre
Commands.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Monday paid his

tributes to DMK stalwart M
Karunanidhi on his 100th birth
anniversary, and remembered
him for the work he did for the
development of Tamil Nadu
and the Tamilians.
Karunanidhi, born on this day
in 1924 and died on August 7,
2018, served as chief minister
of Tamil Nadu for almost two
decades over five terms
between 1969 and 2011. He is
popularly referred to as
Kalaignar.
“I pay tributes to Kalaignar
Karunanidhi Ji on his 100th
birth anniversary. In his long
years in public life, he worked
towards the development of
Tamil Nadu and the Tamil
people,” Modi said.
“He is widely respected for his
scholarly nature. I fondly recall
my several interactions with
him, including when we both
were Chief Ministers of our
respective states,” the prime
minister said on X.
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Several rivers in Assam con-
tinue to flow above the

danger level amid incessant
rain, according to the Central
Water Commission (CWC).
The commission's latest bul-
letin highlights critical water
levels at various monitoring
sites, indicating severe and
above-normal flood situa-
tions.
Three sites in Assam have
severe flood situation where
the water level is touching or
exceeding the danger level but
below the highest flood mark,
while three sites have above-
normal f lood situat ion,
according to the bulletin.
The CWC said more than
39,000 people displaced by
flood are taking shelter in 193
relief camps in different dis-
tricts. Another 82 relief dis-
tribution centres are also
operational.
Rescue and relief operations
are being carried out by mul-
tiple agencies, including the
NDRF, SDRF and local
administration, while medical
teams have a lso been
deployed in the affected areas.

Damage to infrastructure,
including roads, bridges and
other property, has been
reported from different dis-
tricts.
According to CWC's bulletin,
the Buridehing River contin-
ues to flow above the normal
situation, registering a water
level of 133.54 metres as of 11
am on Monday. This level
indicates a potential risk to
nearby areas, although it
remains below the danger
threshold, the commission
said.
River Jiabharali at NT Road
Crossing Jia-Bharali  in
Sonitpur District also remains

in an above-normal flood sit-
uation, with a current water
level of 77.30 metres, it added.
River Kopili in Marigaon and
Nagaon districts is experi-
encing a severe flood situation
at two locations.
At Dharamtul in Marigaon,
the river is flowing at 56.42
metres, which is 0.42 metres
above the danger level, with a
rising trend noted.  At
Kampur in Nagaon, the water
level is at 61.04 metres, 0.54
metres above the danger level,
with a steady trend observed.
River Kushiyara at Karimganj
is also in a severe flood situ-
ation, flowing at 15.53 metres,

0.59 metres above the danger
level. However, a falling trend
provided some relief, though
the situation remains critical.
In Dharamtul, the Kopili
River has reached 56.43
metres and is maintaining a
steady trend. In Kampur, the
river's level is 61.13 metres
with a steady trend. The
Kushiyara River at Karimganj
shows a level of 15.48 metres
and is falling. Other rivers in
Assam are also being moni-
tored closely.
The Brahmaputra at
Dibrugarh and Neamatighat
in Jorhat, and the Barak at
Annapurna Ghat and
Badarpur Ghat, are witnessing
above-normal flood situa-
tions but are currently not
exceeding danger levels.
An Assam State Disaster
Management Authority
(ASDMA) bulletin on Sunday
night said 5,35,246 people in
13 districts continued to
remain affected by the flood.
The number of affected peo-
ple was 6,01,642 in 10 districts
on Saturday.
Two deaths were reported in
Cachar and one in Nagaon,
taking the toll in flood and
storm since May 28 to 18.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi eyes a  record-

equalling third straight term
in power amid the INDIA
opposition Bloc's hope of
springing a surprise as the
counting of votes for the Lok
Sabha election is set for
Tuesday, bringing an end to a
marathon polling exercise
stretching over 80 days.
While most experts have long
seen the BJP-led National
Democratic Alliance (NDA)
as the favourite in the polls, a
lot is at stake for the ruling
combine in terms of the scale
of victory it can pull off and
new territories it can conquer.
The opposition's stakes are
higher still amid its reducing
national footprint.
Exit polls have been, howev-
er, unanimous in their pre-
diction that the NDA is clos-
er to realising Modi's ambi-

tious target of “400 paar” for
his alliance than the INDIA
bloc is to crossing even the
180 mark, one-third of the
total number of seats.
Though electoral verdicts
have historically been accept-
ed, even though grudgingly,
by all parties, there has been
a sharper edge to the ques-
tions being raised by opposi-
tion parties this time over the
polling process, including the
Election Commission (EC).
In the run-up to the counting,
the campaign acrimony
between the two battling
camps has spilled over into
the post-poll trading of accu-
sations after the exit polls pre-
dicted a massive win for the
incumbent alliance, a forecast
summarily dismissed by
Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi as “Modi media poll”.
INDIA bloc leaders, who have
been raising doubts over the
electronic voting machines
(EVMs), have accused the

prime minister of sending a
signal to the bureaucracy
through these “fantasy” exit
polls and marched to the EC,
urging the poll watchdog to
follow the counting guide-
lines.
In its counter-attack, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
has accused its rivals of try-
ing to undermine the integri-
ty of India's electoral process
and asked the EC to prevent
any attempt of “violence and
unrest” during the counting
of votes.
The results will show if the
Congress has it in its organi-
sation and leadership to chal-
lenge the BJP amid its reduc-
ing footprint across the coun-
try since 2014. It has failed to
get even the main opposition
party status in two consecu-
tive Lok Sabha polls and has
been reduced to a pale shad-
ow of itself in a number of
states, especially in the Hindi
heartland.

Its leaders, including presi-
dent Mallikarjun Kharge and
principal campaigner Rahul
Gandhi, have claimed that
their alliance will get 295
seats in the 543-member Lok
Sabha, marking an end of the
Modi era.
INDIA bloc leaders believe
that their alliance has been
able to shape the poll narra-
tive around its planks of wel-
farism and an alleged threat to

the Constitution from an all-
powerful saffron onslaught,
and will get popular support.
Modi will equal the country's
f irst  prime minister
Jawaharlal Nehru's record of
leading his party to three
straight electoral victories if
the BJP retains power.
An uncertain future also
hangs over the fate of the Left,
besides many regional parties
including the Trinamool

Congress (TMC), Biju Janata
Dal (BJD) and YSR Congress,
which are in power in West
Bengal, Odisha and Andhra
Pradesh respectively.
Modi has spearheaded a con-
certed BJP push to gain fur-
ther in strength in the two
eastern states, where the party
surprised everyone by emerg-
ing as the powerful second
force in 2019, and the exit
polls have suggested that it
may topple the two regional
parties from the top position
in these polls.
Assembly polls were held in
Odisha alongside the nation-
al election and the BJP and
the BJD, which has been in
power in the state since 2000
under Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik's leadership, are
locked in a fierce battle for
power. Assembly polls were
also held simultaneously in
the YSRCP-ruled Andhra
Pradesh.
Another issue that has drawn

the limelight is whether the
BJP will be able to emerge as
a strong force in Tamil Nadu
and the Left-ruled Kerala,
two states where it has cur-
rently no seats but is predict-
ed to win a few this time.
A poor show by the Left will
further darken its prospects
nationwide as Kerala is the
only state where it remains a
strong force after being
knocked of reckoning in its
former strongholds of Bengal
and Tripura.
Always confident of his return
to power, Modi has already
penned an article about his
vision for the country, post-
ed on X about people's sup-
port to the NDA and rejection
of the opposition, and held a
meeting with top officials on
the “new government's agen-
da” for the first 100 days.
The results are also expected
to spell out the people's ver-
dict on the fate of regional
stalwarts like Sharad Pawar

and Uddhav Thackeray,
whose parties have joined
hands with the BJP and who
have run an intense cam-
paign to win over people's
support for their factions.
The verdict will also be out on
a number of Union ministers,
including Piyush Goyal,
Bhupender Yadav,
Sarbananda Sonowal and
Dharmendra Pradhan, all
Rajya Sabha members asked
by the BJP to contest the
polls, and former chief min-
isters, such as the BJP's
Shivraj  Singh Chouhan,
Basavaraj Bommai, Trivendra
Singh Rawat and the
Congress's Digvijay Singh and
Bhupesh Baghel.
Besides Modi, who contested
the election from Varanasi for
a third straight term, senior
members of his cabinet, such
as Amit Shah and Rajnath
Singh, are in the fray, and the
margins of their win will be
watched out for as well.

Lok Sabha poll counting: Modi eyes record equalling third straight term
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The National
Investigation

Agency (NIA) on
Monday chargesheeted 17
hardcore agents of the pro-
scribed global terrorist organ-
isation ISIS for being part of a
conspiracy involving radicali-
sation of youth and fabrication
of improvised explosive
devices, according to an official
statement.       
The NIA had originally
chargesheeted three persons
in March 2023 and filed its sup-
plementary chargesheet before
the special court at Patiala
House in New Delhi on
Monday against 17 others, of
whom 15 are from
Maharashtra and one each
from Uttarakhand and
Haryana, it said.

This takes the
total number of
a c c u s e d
chargesheeted in
the case, which
had exposed
global linkages

with foreign handlers, to 20,
said the statement issued by the
federal probe agency.

The accused, chargesheeted
under various sections of the
Indian Penal Code, Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act,
Arms Act and Explosive
Substances Act, “were found to
have been engaged in a massive
ISIS conspiracy involving
recruitment, training and prop-
agation of the Islamic State of
Iraq and Syria (ISIS) ideology
among gullible youth, along
with fabrication of explosives
and improvised explosive
devices (IEDs) and fund-rais-
ing for the banned outfit”, it
said.
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Over 8,000 candidates are
contesting in the Lok

Sabha elections of which 16 per
cent have been fielded by
national parties, six per cent by
state parties, while 47 per cent
of candidates are indepen-
dents, a report by PRS
Legislative Research said.
The polls were held in seven
phases between April 19 to
June 1. Counting of votes will
be taken up on June 4.
This is the highest number of
candidates since 1996, when a
record 13,952 candidates were
in the fray. In the 2019 polls,
there were 8,039 candidates.
According to PRS, 8,360 can-
didates from 744 parties,
including six nationally recog-
nised parties, are contesting
elections across 543 con-
stituencies.
Overall, 16 per cent of candi-

dates have been fielded by
national parties, six per cent by
state parties, and 47 per cent of
candidates are independents.
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP),
one of the six national parties,
has fielded the highest number
of candidates -- 488.
Among national parties,
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is
second, fielding 441 candi-
dates, Congress has fielded

328, Communist Party of India
(Marxist) has 52 candidates
while Aam Aadmi Party has 22
and National People's Party has
three.Among state parties, the
Samajwadi Party with 71 can-
didates, and Trinamool
Congress with 48 candidates,
have fielded the highest num-
ber of candidates. AIADMK
has fielded 36 candidates, CPI
has 30 candidates, YSRCP has

25, RJD has 24 and DMK has
fielded 22 candidates.
Among the unrecognised par-
ties, the Social Unity Centre of
India (Communist) fielded the
highest number of candidates
(150), followed by the People's
Party of India (Democratic),
which fielded 79 candidates,
the PRS report said.
On an average, 15 candidates
are contesting from each con-
stituency. The number of can-
didates contesting from each
constituency varies widely
across states.
Telangana had the highest aver-
age number of candidates per
constituency that is 31 while
Ladakh and Nagaland had
three candidates each.
Tamil Nadu's Karur had the
highest number of candidates
that is 54, 46 of these candi-
dates contested as indepen-
dents (85 per cent).
The average age of candidates
contesting this election is 48

years. Among the national par-
ties, 13 per cent of candidates
fielded are below the age of 40,
while 20 percent of candidates
fielded by the BSP (98 candi-
dates) are below the age of 40.
Of the candidates from major
political parties, 27 per cent
have previously been an MP.
While 25 per cent have previ-
ously been Lok Sabha MPs and
4 per cent have been Rajya
Sabha MPs, 2 per cent candi-
dates have been part of both the
Houses in the past.  Overall,
327 MPs from the 17th Lok
Sabha are contesting again and
one MP is contesting from
two constituencies.
Meanwhile, the report also
said 34 MPs from the 17th Lok
Sabha who are re-contesting,
are fighting on a different
party's ticket this time. Of
these, 11 instances are due to
splits in the parties, such as in
the case of the Shiv Sena, NCP,
and Lok Jan Shakti Party.
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Chief Election
Commissioner Rajiv

Kumar on Monday referred to
various memes doing rounds
on social media, describing
the Election Commission as
'laapata gentlemen', assert-
ing that he and fellow com-
missioners Gyanesh Kumar
and Sukhbir Sing Sandhu
were “never out” and were
“always here”.  Social media
users had targeted the
Commission for allegedly
being absent amid the model
code violations by top leaders
during campaign for the Lok
Sabha elections.
The memes were based on a

recent drama titled 'Laapata
Ladies'.  Addressing a press
conference here on the eve of

the counting of votes on
Tuesday, Kumar said in a
lighter vein that now people
will see memes on the social
media with a tag line that
'laapata gentlemen' are back.
“We were never out, we were
always here. We chose to
interact with you through
our press notes. This was the
first time we issued close to a
100 press notes and advi-
sories all put together,” he
said.  CEC Kumar, flanked by
the two Elect ion
Commissioners, said the poll
authority has been interacting
from behind the scene and on
Monday they decided to hold
a press meet.
He said that questions were

raised on flaws in the electoral
rolls, on the efficacy of the
EVMs and the alleged fudg-
ing of voter turnout figures.

The CEC said while the one
making allegations was pre-
sent in the court (kachahari),
there was no “gavah” or wit-
ness.
He said that there was no

complaint whatsoever from
the candidates and those
receiving Form 17 C which
records votes polled in a
booth. “...Matab, kuch aa raha
hai, mein bol nahin raha
hoon. (There is something in
my mind. But I am keeping
quiet),” Kumar said on the
various allegations against
the EC.

Referring to the over one
crore polling personnel, he
said they have remained the
unsung heroes of the elec-
tions.  Reading out a couplet,
the CEC said while people
talk of  f lowers,  no one
remembers the gardener.
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The opposition on Monday
said the Election

Commission (EC) has agreed
to its request of counting the
postal ballots first on June 4,
when the results of the Lok
Sabha polls are scheduled to be
declared, and stressed that this
is the participatory manner of
promoting the spirit of democ-
racy in a non-adversarial fash-
ion.
Leaders from the INDIA oppo-
sition bloc had urged the EC
on Sunday to ensure that on
June 4, the postal ballots are
counted and their results
declared before the outcome of
the EVMs is announced, and
said the poll panel should
issue clear guidelines on the
counting process and ensure
that those are implemented.
A delegation of leaders from
the Indian National
Developmental Inclusive
Alliance (INDIA), including
the Congress's Abhishek

Singhvi, met the full bench of
the EC on Sunday, ahead of
Tuesday's counting of the votes
polled in the Lok Sabha elec-
tion.
Briefing the media after the
meeting, Singhvi had said this
was the third time that a del-
egation of opposition leaders
visited the poll panel during
the general election and,
among other things, urged the
officials to ensure that the
postal ballots are counted and
their results declared before the

results of the electronic voting
machines (EVMs) are
announced.
In a statement on Monday,
Singhvi said, “As informed, I
am happy and proud to have
spoken on behalf of the multi-
party delegation which went
yesterday to the Election
Commission of India. We are
also grateful to the ECI for giv-
ing us time promptly on a
Sunday and for hearing us
patiently.””What one is happi-
est about the most is that a very

glaring issue of democracy,
namely counting postal ballots
first, has been graciously and
promptly agreed to by the
ECI, one or two days before the
counting of votes and shall be
implemented tomorrow,” the
Congress leader said.
This is the participatory man-
ner of promoting the spirit of
democracy in a non-adversar-
ial fashion, which works best
in the long term, he asserted.
In a letter to the EC, the INDIA
bloc leaders had said the num-
ber of postal ballots has gone
up significantly in this Lok
Sabha election as senior citizens
(aged 85 years and above) and
differently-abled persons were
allowed to cast their votes
through this process.
They quoted various rules and
guidelines of the EC, including
provisions of the Conduct of
Election Rules, 1961 and
Handbook for Returning
Officer and Counting Agents
(August 2023), that said the
counting of postal ballots shall
be done first.
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Citing the Conduct of
Election Rules, Chief

Election Commissioner Rajiv
Kumar on Monday said the
count of postal ballots will
start first across all counting
centres and asserted that there
was “no doubt about it”.
Responding to questions at a
press conference here, he said
after half-an-hour of the start
of the postal ballot count, the
counting of votes recorded in
the electronic voting machines
will commence.
A delegation of the opposition
parties had on Sunday met the
Commission to demand that
postal ballot count should start
first and the results of postal
ballots should be announced
first.
“Rules clearly state (Rule 54A)

that postal ballot count will
start first. On all centres in the
country it will start first, no
doubt about it. After half-an-
hour we start the EVM count.
So, there are three countings
which are happening simulta-
neously -- it happened in the
2019 elections, it happened in
all the assembly polls held
thereafter. It happened yester-
day also in case of Arunachal
Pradesh and Sikkim assembly
(vote count). We can't change
anything mid course. Why
can't we change, because it is
compliant with the rules,” he
said. He said the postal ballot
count and then the EVM count
and finally the marching of
VVPT slips with EVM results
will continue.
In majority of the booths, the

number of postal ballot is less.
It will automatically end first,
he pointed out.
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As Uttarakhand prepares
for counting of votes on

Tuesday, all attention is riveted
on whether the BJP sweeps all
the five Lok Sabha seats in the
state for a record third straight
term or its citadel is dented by
its principal rival Congress
which had drawn a blank in
both 2014 and 2019 general
elections. 
Polling to the five Lok Sabha
seats of Uttarakhand was held
in the first phase on April 19. 
It will be interesting to see
what the results have in store
for the two new candidates
fielded by the BJP this time —
former CM Trivendra Singh
Rawat in place of sitting MP
and another former CM
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank in
Haridwar and the party’s
national media in-charge Anil
Baluni in place of former CM
Tirath Singh Rawat in Pauri
Garhwal. 
Both Haridwar and Pauri
Garhwal are high profile seats
won in the past by both the
BJP and Congress stalwarts. 
Senior Congress leader and
former chief minister Harish
Rawat won the Haridwar seat
in 2009 but former BJP chief
minister Nishank won it in
both 2014 and 2019. 
The Pauri Garhwal seat is

currently held by former BJP
chief minister Tirath Singh
Rawat. It was won in 2014 by
BJP stalwart Bhuvan Chandra
Khanduri and in 2009 by
Satpal Maharaj who was in
the Congress at that time. 
Eagerly awaited are also the
results of Nainital, Almora
and Tehri Garhwal
constituencies from where
sitting MPs Ajay Bhatt, Ajay
Tamta and erstwhile Tehri
Royal family’s Mala Rajya
Lakxmi Shah were repeated
respectively. 
Exit poll predictions have
given all five seats in
Uttarakhand again to the BJP.
People are equally curious to

know the fate of Harish
Rawat’s son Virendra Rawat, a
poll debutante who battled it
out against former CM
Trivendra Singh Rawat in
Haridwar and former PCC
president Ganesh Godiyal
who put up a spirited fight
against BJP’s national media
in-charge Baluni in Pauri
Garhwal. Godiyal’s campaign
meetings in the constituency
drew big crowds 
Harish Rawat, who is the
tallest Congress leader from
the state at present,
campaigned actively for his
son in Haridwar which has a
substantial Muslim and Dalit
population, while Godiyal

campaigned aggressively for
himself in Pauri which also
has Muslim and SC
dominated pockets. Party star
campaigner Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra had also campaigned in
Ramnagar for him. 
Winning even a single seat
from the state means a lot for
the principal opposition party
as it would end its prolonged
dry spell. It has not just lost all
five Lok Sabha seats in 2014
and 2019 but was also
trounced by the BJP in both
2017 and 2022 assembly polls. 
The Congress won only 11
seats against the BJP’s 57 in a
house of 70 in 2017. It
improved its position slightly
in 2022 winning 19 seats
against the BJP’s 47. 
Though Congress and BJP are
locked in direct contests in all
seats, there are more than 50
candidates in the fray,
including those from the BSP,
Uttarakhand Kranti Dal and
Independents. 
Uttarakhand’s Chief Electoral
Officer BVRC Purushottam
said counting will begin at 8
am across all counting centres
on Tuesday. 
Counting of votes through
EVMs and postal ballots will
go on simultaneously, he said,
adding around 10,000
personnel have been engaged
in the exercise. 
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After a single-phase general
election, counting will

take place on June 4 for two
Lok Sabha constituencies in
Goa, where the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) is in a
straight battle with the
Congress with both parties
currently holding one seat
each.
The vote counting will be held
in seven rounds each for
North and South Goa seats,
and the results will be out
before noon, a senior official
said. The counting for the
North Goa seat will be held at
Government Polytechnic
College, Altinho at Panaji,
while for South Goa, it will be
at Damodar College, Comba
in Margao.
North Goa has sitting BJP MP
Shripad Naik taking on
Congress candidate former
union minister Ramakant
Khalap, while the
Revolutionary Goans Party
(RGP), a new regional outfit,
has fielded its chief Manoj
Parab.
In South Goa, the Congress
denied a ticket to its sitting
MP Francisco Sardinha and
fielded Navy veteran Viriato
Fernandes as the INDIA bloc
candidate against
businesswoman Pallavi
Dempo, who is making her
political debut.
The RGP has fielded Rubert
Pereira from the constituency.
The BJP, which has been
ruling Goa since 2012,
appears to be better placed,
while the Congress has
contested the election as a key
constituent of the INDIA
bloc. The contest has gotten
interesting as the RGP has

also jumped into the fray with
young candidates.
Eight candidates each are
contesting from both seats.
The polls in the coastal state
were held on May 7, with
North Goa witnessing 76.34
per cent voter turnout and
South Goa seeing 73 per cent
voting. “We are expecting the
results to be out before noon
if there is no recounting,” a
senior official from the state
electoral office told PTI on
Monday.
According to the Election
Commission of India (ECI),
North Goa will have 157
tables for counting, while the
figure is 161 for South Goa.
As many as 236 micro
observers will be deployed for
counting in North Goa and
242 for South Goa, the official
said.
The ECI has appointed 282
counting supervisors for
North Goa and 220 for South
Goa, he said.
Apart from this, there will be
282 counting assistants for
North and 210 for South Goa,
and 376 and 210 returning
officers for North and South
respectively, the official said.
There will be 454 counting
agents for North and 495 for
South Goa and seven and six
special observers,
respectively, he said. 
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Aday ahead of the counting
of votes for the Jammu

and Udhampur Lok Sabha
constituencies along with rest
of the country, three-tier
security has been activated in
and around the counting
centres in the two districts.
The counting of over 23.94
lakh votes in these
constituencies, scheduled for
Tuesday, will determine the
fate of 34 candidates, including
senior BJP leader and Union
Minister Jitendra Singh,
current Jammu MP Jugal
Kishore Sharma and former
ministers Choudhary Lal
Singh and Raman Bhalla of the
Congress. “All arrangements
are in place for the June 4 vote
counting. Three-tier security
has been implemented,” said
Returning Officer and Jammu
District Magistrate Sachin
Kumar Vaishya.
Vaishya, who reviewed the
security measures, logistics
and essential amenities at the
counting venues, said the
counting process will take
place in the Polytechnic
College and M A M College. 
“Votes from the seven
assembly constituencies will
be counted at M A M College,
while 11 constituencies will
be tallied at Polytechnic
College,” he added.
The administration has fully
trained the staff and
sensitised all polling agents
for the counting process. This 
includes a detailed
examination of the
deployment of paramilitary

and police personnel as well
as the set up for counting staff
and agents.
“All counting staff are fully
trained and all political parties
and their agents have been
briefed and issued I-cards. The
arrangements are
comprehensive, covering
traffic and security,” Vaishya
said. CCTV cameras have been
installed and videography
arrangements are in place at
the counting centers.
Over 12.86 lakh votes (72.22
per cent) will be counted in
the Jammu constituency,
where BJP’s sitting MP Jugal
Kishore Sharma aims for a
third consecutive victory
against Raman Bhalla, the
working president of the J&K
Congress unit, among 22
other candidates. 
Both BJP and Congress have
expressed confidence of
winning the seat. 
“We are very confident that

BJP will win this seat. It was
predicted by the exit polls as
well,” Sharma said.
In Kathua, three-tier security

is also in place for the
Udhampur Lok Sabha
constituency counting
scheduled for Tuesday.
Kathua Superintendent of
Police Anayat Ali Choudhary,
who took a review visit of the
area, said that elaborate
security arrangements have
been made.
“Three tier security has been
deployed here. We urge
everyone to coordinate with
the security forces and police.
If there is any problem on the
security front, it should be
immediately brought to our
knowledge,” he told reporters.
Choudhary said that
enhanced security has been
deployed along the
International Border (IB) and
inter-district checkpoints to
monitor and prevent any anti-
social or anti-national
activities.
The counting center for
Udhampur Lok Sabha seat is
set up at the Government
Degree College Kathua,
equipped with multi-tier
security and 24×7 CCTV

surveillance. 
“Votes from 18 assembly
segments, including Kathua,
Udhampur, Doda, Ramban
and Kishtwar, will be counted
in designated halls. Three
halls are designated for
counting Electronically
Transmitted Postal Ballot
System (ETPBS) votes,” said
Returning Officer Dr Rakesh
Minhas.
A total of 225 tables, each
staffed by three personnel,
will facilitate the counting
process. Sixty tables are
designated for ETPBS votes,
each with a counting agent, a
micro observer, a supervisor
and an Assistant Returning
Officer (ARO), the officials
said. 
The CCTV footage of the
EVM strong rooms has been
shared with the political
parties’ representatives.
Nearly 10,000 staff members
will handle the entire
counting process, including
transferring Electronic Voting
Machines (EVMs) from
strong rooms to counting
halls, they added.
The Udhampur-Doda
parliamentary constituency
recorded a 68.23 per cent
voter turnout on April 19,
with 16,23,195 eligible voters
casting their ballots. Over
11.08 lakh votes will
determine the fate of 12
candidates, including Union 
Minister Dr Jitendra Singh,
who seeks a third consecutive
win, competing against
former minister and two-time
MP Choudhary Lal Singh of
the Congress. 
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The battle of nerves between the
ruling Congress and the BJP

continues in Himachal Pradesh
with the Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu
Government getting another lease
of life and stability after the
acceptance of resignations of three
Independent MLAs, who had
cross-voted in the Rajya Sabha
polls.
The decision of Speaker Kuldeep
Singh Pathania of accepting the
resignations of Independent MLAs
K L Thakur (Nalagarh), Hoshiyar
Singh (Dehra) and Ashish Sharma
(Hamirpur) comes a day ahead of

results of the bye-elections to six
assembly constituencies on June 4.
Congress currently has 34 MLAs in
its favour and the BJP has 25 in the
Himachal Assembly whose
strength has come down to 59 now.
Six Congress MLAs were
disqualified earlier and the
resignations of three independent
MLAs were accepted on Monday
creating three more vacancies in
the 68-member House.           
Once the results are out on
Tuesday, the strength of the
Himachal Assembly will rise to 65,
but since its strength is 34 it will
remain in majority irrespective of
the outcome of the bypolls. Two
sitting MLAs Vikramaditya Singh

and Vinod Sultanpuri are also
contesting the Lok Sabha elections
from Mandi and Shimla
constituencies and their victory
may usher in fresh bye-elections in
their constituencies of Shimla Rural
and Kasauli.
There has been a tussle for power in

the hill state of Himachal Pradesh
ever since the BJP won the Rajya
Sabha election after six Congress
and three Independent MLAs
switched sides and cross-voted in
favour of BJP candidate Harsh
Mahajan.
Ever since its victory in Rajya

Sabha election, the BJP has been
sniffing an opportunity and a
change of government after some
Congress MLAs have switched
sides.
“By accepting the resignations of
three independent MLAs, Chief
Minister Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu
has ensured that his government
will survive for another few
months. The decision comes as a
reprieve for the Congress,” a senior
BJP leader said.
Himachal Pradesh Deputy Chief
Minister Mukesh Agnihotri,
however, accused the BJP of
making all out efforts to destabilise
the state government, which has
just emerged out of the crisis

created by last year’s heavy rains
during the monsoons that caused
widespread devastation and loss of
lives.
Meanwhile, the Himachal Pradesh
High Court has also reserved its
order on a petition filed by BJP
leader Satpal Singh Satti and 11
other BJP MLAs against the
appointment of six Congress MLAs
as chief parliamentary secretaries
by the Sukhu government.
The High Court verdict may have a
bearing on the state assembly and
politics in the state in case it strikes
down the appointment of six chief
parliamentary secretaries or
disqualify the MLAs, which will
create fresh instability in the state.
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Going by the exit polls, the
BJP might not be able to

achieve a hat-trick of clean
sweeps in Rajasthan. The BJP
won all 25 parliamentary
seats in the state in 2014 and
2019 but this time, the polls
are predicting that five to
seven seats might go to the
opposition INDIA bloc.
The actual position will be
known on Tuesday when the
counting of votes takes place.
Voting for the 25
parliamentary constituencies
in Rajasthan was held in two
phases on April 19 and 26.
Chief Electoral Officer
Praveen Gupta said the votes
will be counted at 29
designated centres under
strict security measures. He
said postal ballots will be
counted first, followed by

votes from the Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs).
Amid the heightened
anticipation fuelled by the exit
polls, Congress state president
Govind Singh Dotasra has
expressed confidence in

securing 12 to 13 seats. This
includes Bharatpur, the
hometown of Chief Minister
Bhajanlal Sharma.
Sharma, however, has
maintained the BJP’s stance,
asserting that his party will

win all 25 seats.
The outcome of prominent
leaders such as Lok Sabha
Speaker Om Birla and Union
ministers Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat, Arjun Ram
Meghwal and Kailash
Chaudhary will also be
decided in the counting
process. A notable contender
is former chief minister Ashok
Gehlot’s son Vaibhav Gehlot,
who contested from the
Jalore-Sirohi seat where his
father has significant support.
Rajasthan witnessed fierce
electoral battles in around 10
seats. The Congress has
forged alliances with the
CPI(M) in Sikar and the RLP
in Nagaur while supporting
the Bharat Adivasi Party
(BAP) in Banswara-
Dungarpur.
In contrast, the BJP contested
all 25 seats independently.

Seats like Kota, Jalore, Sikar,
Nagaur, Churu, Jhunjhunu,
To n k - S a w a i m a d h o p u r,
Barmer, Banswara and Jodhpur
have become focal points of
intense competition, testing the
credibility of senior leaders. In
Kota, Birla faces direct
competition from the
Congress’ Prahlad Gunjal.
Jodhpur witnessed a contest
between fresh face Karan Singh
Uchiyarda, a Sachin Pilot
loyalist, and Union minister
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat.
In the Barmer constituency,
Independent candidate
Ravindra Singh Bhati
challenged both the BJP and
the Congress candidates. The
BJP had fielded Union
minister Kailash Chaudhary
from this seat.
In Nagaur, a significant
showdown unfolded between
two prominent Jat leaders,

Congress ally Hanuman
Beniwal of the Rashtriya
Loktantrik Party and the BJP’s
Jyoti Mirdha, a former
Congress MP. Union minister
Meghwal contested against
Congress candidate and
former minister Govind Ram
Meghwal in Bikaner.
In Churu, the Congress
fielded Rahul Kaswan, a two-
time BJP MP who switched
allegiance following
differences with senior party
leader Rajendra Rathore,
against the BJP’s Devendra
Jhajhadia, a Paralympic gold
medallist.
Adhering to the Election
Commission’s directives, the
poll authority in the state has
implemented stringent
security measures and
appointed micro-and
counting observers at all
centres. 

Rajasthan: Will BJP score clean sweep a third time?
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Elaborate arrangements have been
put in place with the deployment

of more than 13,000 staff at the 29
counting centres across Karnataka for
the counting of votes on Tuesday for
the 28 Lok Sabha constituencies,
officials said on Monday.
The state has a total of 28 Lok Sabha
constituencies. The first phase of
polling in the 14 seats in most of the
southern and coastal districts was
held on April 26 and the second phase
in the other 14 segments in the
northern districts was held on May 7.
Each Parliamentary Lok Sabha
constituency has one counting centre
each. However, in Tumakuru,
counting of votes will be done in two
places, so the total number of
counting centres is 29. Speaking to
PTI, Manoj Kumar Meena, Chief
Electoral Officer of Karnataka said,
“We have 28 Parlimentary Lok Sabha

constituencies in Karnataka and
counting of votes at the 29 counting
centres in the state will begin at 8 am
on Tuesday.” He further said that
elaborate arrangements have been
made and 13,173 counting staff,
including counting supervisors,
counting assistants and micro
observers have been deployed. “All
necessary training for the staff has
also been completed. At each counting
centre, EVMs and postal ballots will
be counted in separate rooms. Media
centres have also been set up at each of
these counting centres with required

facilities (with computers, xerox, fax,
printers) so that they can report to
their respective media outlets,” he
added. According to the police, in
Bengaluru alone, more than 2,400
police officers have been deployed at
the three counting centres in the state
capital, namely Mount Carmel
College, Vasantnagar (Bangalore
Central Constituency), St Joseph’s
Indian High School, Vithal Mallya
Road (Bangalore North Constituency)
and SSMRV College, Jayanagar
(Bangalore South Constituency).
Appropriate arrangements have been
made for counting of votes in the
three Lok Sabha constituencies within
the BBMP (Bruhat Bengaluru
Mahanagara Palike) limits to ensure
the smooth conduct of the counting of
votes under tight security, they said. A
total of 1,524 officers/personnel, 13
armed reserved units and four quick
response teams have been deployed by
Bangalore City Police unit for

counting day and already 516 police
officers and personnel, including civil
and City Armed Reserve wings, have
been deployed for maintaining strong
room security duty in three shifts.
More than 400 traffic department
police officers and personnel will be
stationed to ensure that traffic flow
around the counting centres is not
interrupted. A total of more than
2,400 police officers and personnel of
the city has been deployed for vote
counting duty to monitor the situation
in the three counting centres. From
Monday midnight to June 4 midnight,
sale of liquor is prohibited in city
limits and prohibitory orders under
section 144 CrPC has been imposed
in Bengaluru from 6 am on Tuesday to
Tuesday midnight. The Karnataka
State Reserve Police (KSRP) and City
Armed Reserve platoons will be
deployed in sensitive areas of the city
to no ensure that no untoward
incident occurs, police said. 
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Representatives of the BJP
and CPI(M), opposition

parties in West Bengal, met
the Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) here on Monday to
highlight alleged threats of
manipulation by the state
government in the vote
counting process. 
On the eve of the counting of
the Lok Sabha elections, they
urged the CEO to take
measures to prevent any
possible rigging during the
process.
BJP leader Shishir Bajoria
said that during the meeting,
he highlighted the “post-
election violence and the non-
adherence to rules” in
engaging the workforce for
counting by the Trinamool
Congress government.
He claimed that there is
evidence that the state
administration is engaging
“casual staff ” in the vote
counting duties, which is
against norms. 
“We are getting news from
some constituencies that in
complete disregard of the
guideline there has been large
scale empanelment of such
non-permanent/ casual
employees,” BJP said in a
representation to the CEO. 
Bajoria cited an example from
the Malda counting station
and said he had submitted a
list of the same.
The party said it had raised
the same issue at a meeting
earlier.
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Humans think about
our planet only on
two occasions: during

celebrations of select days or
when catastrophes happen.
When everything is normal,
we take our planet for grant-
ed. We exploit it to the core,
and we forget that the
resources on this planet are
not only for us but for gener-
ations to come. At every stage
in the history of Homo sapi-
ens, we have caused consid-
erable harm to the environ-
ment. But the quantum of
destruction humans caused
during the last two centuries
has caused irreparable loss to
the planet. This is mainly due
to the advances in modern
science and technology. We
forgot the value of the Indian
philosophy of living sustain-
ably with nature, propagated
by our forefathers for our
greed. Today, we have fallen
to the level that we don't even
care about the future of our
own children. We amass
wealth and physical resources
for our children, but what is
the use if they don't have a
clean and safe area to live?
Can we restore the vigour of
our planet?
Restoring the lost vigour of
our planet is essential for

ensuring our environment's
long-term health and sustain-
ability. While the challenges
are substantial, numerous
examples and strategies
demonstrate that significant
progress can be made with
concerted effort, innovative
solutions, and global cooper-
ation. We have caused consid-
erable damage to all our ter-
restrial as well as all aquatic
ecosystems. To bring it back
to normal is a challenging
task. Initiatives such as refor-
estation, wetland restoration,
and coral reef rehabilitation
have shown promising results.
For instance, reforestation
projects in regions like the
Amazon, Africa, and
Southeast Asia are helping to
restore vital forest ecosys-
tems, sequester carbon, and
provide habitats for diverse
species. Wetland restoration
efforts in places like the

Mississippi River Delta and
the Danube Delta are improv-
ing water quality, reducing
flood risks, and supporting
rich biodiversity. One success-
ful example of land restora-
tion is the Loess Plateau in
China. Over several decades,
intensive soil erosion had
turned this once-fertile region
into a barren landscape. The
Loess Plateau has been trans-
formed through large-scale
interventions, including ter-
racing, reforestation, and sus-
tainable agricultural prac-
tices, resulting in increased
agricultural productivity,
reduced erosion, and
improved local livelihoods.
After nearly four decades of
pollution and neglect, the
Khushal Sar Lake in Srinagar
has been restored to its former
glory, providing a habitat for
thousands of migratory birds.
Thanks to a community effort
supported by the local admin-
istration, the lake has been
brought back to life. These
examples showcase the poten-
tial of comprehensive land
restoration strategies in
reversing degradation and
fostering sustainable develop-
ment.
Every year on June 5th, we
Celebrate Environmental Day.

This year's World
Environment Day campaign
focuses on land restoration,
desertification and drought
resilience. 
This year, we have realised the
impact of climate change in
India through scorching heat
wave conditions and unprece-
dented rains and snowfalls.
But when we feel the situation
has become normal, we for-
get our environmental con-
cerns and start harming it.
The government must take
stringent measures to safe-
guard the remaining tracts of
agricultural lands, wetlands,
forests, grasslands, coral reefs
etc. No developmental activ-
ities should be allowed in
these areas. We should carry
out tourism-related activities
within the region's carrying
capacity. The government of
Tamil Nadu's recent e-pass
system to control tourist
influx to Nilgiris is a com-
mendable policy decision.
We should implement a sim-
ilar system in other ecologi-
cally sensitive regions of the
country, especially those sur-
rounding the Himalayas. 
(The is an adjunct faculty at
the National Institute of
Advanced Studies, Bengaluru;
views are personal)
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differences in electoral engagement.
Despite incidents of violence and com-
plaints about EVM glitches, the overall
peaceful conduct of the elections is
commendable.
Modi's call for robust voter participation
resonates deeply, emphasising the impor-
tance of every vote. The predicted return
of the Modi-led NDA, according to exit
polls, suggests continuity but also invites
reflection on the opposition's strategies.
This election underscores the dynamism
of Indian politics, where every voter,
regardless of background, plays a pivotal
role in shaping the nation's future. The
real victory, as the Election Commission
aptly put it, belongs to the Indian voter.

Dhruv Gupta | Mumbai
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Madam — Apropos the news story "The
Living Legend of Sonal Mansingh," pub-
lished on June 2, this is my response.
Reading about Sonal Mansingh’s remark-
able journey is truly inspiring. Her story
is one of dedication and resilience,
breaking barriers in a male-dominated

field and promoting Indian classical
dance on a global stage. Starting her
dance education in Bharatanatyam and
later mastering Odissi under Guru
Kelucharan Mohapatra, she has become
a luminary in the arts. Despite societal
challenges, her unwavering commit-
ment has not only preserved India’s cul-
tural heritage but also brought it to the
forefront internationally.
Mansingh’s involvement in politics as a
Rajya Sabha member further emphasis-
es the importance of integrating cultur-
al advocacy within governance. Her
efforts to use dance as a medium for
social commentary and her work with the
Centre for Indian Classical Dances high-
light her multifaceted contributions.
Sonal Mansingh’s life and work remind
us of the enduring relevance of our cul-
tural roots and the transformative power
of art in bridging divides and fostering
dialogue.

Ishika Verma | Jaipur
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Madam — Regarding the news story
"MCD intensifies efforts to control vec-
tor-borne diseases," published on June 2,
here is my response. As a daily reader of
the newspaper, I find the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi's (MCD) intensified
efforts to control vector-borne diseases
commendable. The deployment of
Domestic Breeding Checkers (DBC) has
been notably effective, with over 1.35
crore inspections and on-the-spot treat-
ments for more than 25,000 mosquito-
breeding sites. The strategic approach,
including intersectoral meetings and
community awareness campaigns, under-
scores the importance of collective action.
MCD’s consistent anti-larval spraying and
fogging are critical in curbing the spread
of diseases like dengue.
However, the real challenge lies in sus-
taining these efforts and ensuring pub-
lic cooperation. The civic body’s appeal
to residents to maintain cleanliness and
manage water storage responsibly is
vital. With Aedes mosquitoes breeding in
stagnant clean water, community involve-
ment in eliminating potential breeding
sites is crucial. It’s heartening to see such
proactive measures, but continuous vig-
ilance and public engagement are essen-
tial to prevent future outbreaks.

Jiya Patel | Ahmedabad
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Madam — Apropos the news story
"Now, count your blessings on June 4,"
published on June 2, this is my response.
As a regular newspaper reader, witness-
ing the culmination of the largest festi-
val of democracy in India is a remarkable
experience. The recent Lok Sabha elec-
tions, with a voter turnout of 60 per cent,
underscore the vibrancy and resilience of
Indian democracy. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, seeking a third consec-
utive term, campaigned vigorously,
reflecting the intense political landscape.
West Bengal's impressive 70 per cent
turnout contrasted starkly with Bihar's
49.12 per cent, highlighting regional
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unpardonable sins. Election
speeches were a learning
process for ordinary mortals.
The national and State level
leaders of various political
outfits enlighten the voters
about the failures committed
by the parties that ruled the
country in different times
while the party that was born
to rule India would shock the
electorate with what they have
done to make India what it is
now. Though the eminent his-
torian R C Majumdar has
edited an XI volume series
"The History and Culture of
Indian People" which was
published by Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan at the instance of
Kulapati Dr K M Munshi, the
same has been declared as an
"untouchable product" by the
Leftist historians of the coun-
try. The Leftists and the GOP
have a lot to hide and we will
come back to that on another
occasion.
The 2024 General Election was
an event that the voters would
prefer to forget at the earliest.
The electioneering should
never be a name-calling exer-
cise and the media should
know its role as an observer.
The guiding principle of jour-
nalism, as coined by C P Scott,
late editor of The Guardian,

was "facts are sacred but opin-
ions are free".
But in present-day journalism,
this law has degenerated and
it has become facts and opin-
ions are free. If one is to go by
the news and opinions of most
newspapers, the INDI Alliance
has already won the election
and it is a matter of time before
the new government is sworn
in. The opinion polls and sur-
veys have become a butt of
jokes.
Now that the last vote has been
cast, the only option is to wait
till 4 June 2024 to know which
way the wind has blown.
Newspapers and News
Channels should not take sides
in this contest of democracy.
No doubt, the claim "my kurta
is whiter than his" extends to
politics. But it should not lead
to an exercise of abusing and
belittling the rivals. The
speeches delivered by some of
the leading lights of the main
political parties were
deplorable and despicable. The
portrayal of Mukhtar Ansari,
a dreaded criminal and mafia
don, as Shaheed by Asaduddin
Owaisi, the president of
AIMIM was a shocking inci-
dent. We address Bhagat Singh
and Chandrasekhar Azad as
shaheeds but this is the first

time a mafia don has been
accorded the status of Shaheed.
Some of the leaders who con-
stitute the INDI Alliance
applaud a person convicted to
life imprisonment in the fod-
der scam as the most honest
politician in the country even
though the latter is out on bail
claiming serious medical ail-
ments. The Porsche car
mishap that claimed two lives
in Pune is further proof that
the BJP cannot escape from
the allegations of favouritism.
The Hindutva brigade is the
alliance partner of the govern-
ment in Maharashtra in which
the NCP has a major stake.
Only people with knowledge,
wisdom and a clean image
should win the election and
assume power at the Centre.
Convicts and mafia dons
should not have any place in
this electoral battle. Above all,
it is for the Election
Commission to elevate the
quality of the electoral game to
that of a royal event. There is
no space for anti-social and
anti-national elements in this
jamboree where people are the
masters. Let the electorate
have the last word.
(The writer is a special corre-

spondent with the Pioneer,
views are personal)
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With the conclu-
sion of the 7th
phase of the vot-
ing on Saturday,
the long drawn-

out Great Election Festival has
come to an end. The results of the
polls would be announced on
Tuesday and the winner would be
asked by the President to form the
new Government. If a party fails
to cross the halfway mark on its
own, we will see a coalition gov-
ernment consisting of parties
with different ideologies but unit-
ed in their hatred for Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. The
electioneering of 2024 was noth-
ing other than calling names
and distortion statements made
by Prime Minister Modi. The
misrepresentation of facts by the
media has fueled anger among
various communities. When the
bugle for the electoral battle was
sounded by the Election
Commission of India, there was
no agenda in the BJP's game plan
to amend the Constitution. But its
rivals were unanimous in their
aggressive campaign that if the
BJP wins this time, there would
not be any more elections in the
country and the Constitution
would be thrown to the dustbin.
Rahul Gandhi, the Prime
Minister in waiting, went one step
further and declared that the BJP
would cancel once and forever the
reservation meant for scheduled
caste/scheduled tribe and the
OBC. Though this was refuted by
the BJP camp, the notion in
Kerala and Tamil Nadu was that
Modi was against reservation of
any kind. Meanwhile, leaders of
Congress, CPI(M) and like-mind-
ed parties blamed Narendra Modi
and the Sangh Parivar for the
scorching summer as well as the
draught that has struck South
India. Then came the heavy
downpour and upper-level
cyclonic circulation in Kerala. The
Congress and CPI(M) found
Modi as the scapegoat for this too.
The contents of the interview
given by the Prime Minister to a
TV channel too were distorted by
the Opposition leaders who
accused the former of claiming
himself as God.
But what he told in the interview
was that he saw the 140 crore
Indians as his Gods and he was
worshipping them. These are
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A46-year-old woman
faced the challenges
of bi lateral  knee

degeneration due to a rare
congenital condition. Her
knees had deteriorated sig-
nificantly, causing chronic
pain and limited mobility.
After careful evaluation of
her condition and medical
history, she was recom-
mended bilateral total knee
replacement surgery (TKR)
as the most suitable option.
Following the surgery, she
experienced a remarkable
transformation. Today, she
enjoys a newfound sense of
freedom and vital ity.
Whether it's walking, hiking,
or pursuing her passions, she
does so with confidence and
ease.
Knee pain affects millions of
individuals in India, hinder-

ing basic activities like walk-
ing and stair climbing.
However, TKR is a break-
through revolution in this
direction, and a study pub-
lished in the Journal of
Arthroplasty reports that
over 90% of TKR patients
experience significant pain
relief and improved mobili-
ty post-surgery.
TKR, also known as knee
arthroplasty, is considered a
quantum leap towards pain
relief for patients suffering
from severe knee pain, often
due to arthritis or injuries.
This surgical procedure
involves replacing the affect-
ed parts of the knee joint
with artificial components to
normalcy.
Women often face knee
problems because of their
body structure and changes

like menopause hormones.
This can make everyday
tasks harder due to joint
weakness and extra knee
pressure. That's why doctors
suggest knee replacement
surgery. It's a way to fix the
knee for improved and pain-
less functionality. Unlike
conventional treatments,
surgery tackles the root
cause and enables the person
to enjoy a normal and pain-
less life.
TKR isn't just for seniors
anymore; it's also a lifeline
for younger adults, address-
ing various conditions
beyond sports injuries. It's
also beneficial for patients
with traumatic injuries or
fractures leading to irrepara-
ble knee damage. TKR
addresses these issues, pro-
vides long-term relief, and

restores knee function.
Eventually, it empowers
younger individuals to lead
active lives. Factors such as
activity level and implant
durability are carefully eval-
uated to ensure optimal out-
comes.
TKR is a transformative
solution for those with knee
pain and coexisting health

issues like diabetes or obesi-
ty. By tackling the root cause
of pain, TKR not only
restores mobility but also
improves overall health.
Reduced pain and enhanced
mobility support, increased
physical activity, aiding in
weight management and
blood sugar control.
Total Knee Replacement

involves replacing the whole
knee joint with artificial
parts, which is useful for
widespread arthritis or
severe damage. On the other
side,  Partial  Knee
Replacement (PKR) targets
only the damaged part of the
knee, keeping healthy tissue
and bone intact. Both surg-
eries aim to reduce pain
and improve movement, but
they differ in how much of
the knee they address. TKR
is a comprehensive solution
for serious knee issues, while
PKR focuses on specific
areas of damage. The choice
between the two depends on
the severity of the injury and
the patient's overall health.
Physical therapy is crucial
before and after TKR. Before
surgery, it strengthens mus-
cles and improves flexibili-

ty, preparing patients for
the procedure. After surgery,
therapy helps reduce
swelling, regain mobility,
and rebuild muscle strength.
Continued therapy ensures
optimal knee function, pre-
vents stiffness, and enhances
the quality of life.
TKR offers hope to people
regardless of age, gender, or
health challenges. With
advancements in medicine,
TKR has become a game-
changer in treating knee
problems as a reliable solu-
tion for improving knee
function and reducing pain.
It's a choice that can truly
change their lives for the bet-
ter!
(The writer is a senior. Joint

Replacement Surgeon at
Shalby Hospital, Lucknow;

views are personal)
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3,050 crore. In earlier, trading also
the FPIs sold stocks worth Rs
27,500 crore. The domestic funds
were net buyers at Rs 53,600
crore. It means largely the PSU
funds were the buyers. This has
a risk to mutual fund investors.
During the weekend the BSE
sensex had a minor rise of 0.18
percent or 132.44 points and the
NSE Nifty 50 closed 61.75 points
or 0.27% higher. These minor
movements are not capable of
recovering the losses.
It is found that some of the
major corporates like the Tata
Steel's profit slides 65 percent to
Rs 555 crore down from Rs 1566
crore. It suffered a loss of Rs 594
crore. Of the 12 startups looking
to launch IPOs in 2024, eight
have incurred a cumulative loss
of Rs 8,000 crore, including
Swiggy, and Ola Electric.
A prolonged election has seen
investor confidence being hit.
Foreign portfolio investors pre-
ferred to unload more than buy-
ing. Election is a democratic
necessity. The rulers, however,
need to see it beyond political
compulsions. Ideally, an election
could be held in far fewer phas-
es stretched to not more than a
fortnight. Most of the southern
states had a one-day poll sched-
ule. Only in states of northern
and eastern India had multi-
phase polls. Even Tripura, one of
the tiniest states with two seats,
witnessed polls being held in two
phases.
Longer an election stretches, the
administrative cost multiplies.
All political parties should sit
together with the Election
Commission of India (ECI) to

discuss how the modalities could
be simplified to hold elections in
the shortest possible time to take
care of administrative, econom-
ic and trading activities. Apart, it
also needs to decide whether
announcing dividends by organ-
isations like RBI or other PSUs
could be announced during the
elections. Such moves tilt the bal-
ance.
Profit booking at higher levels in
the stock market has been a syn-
onym to political or economic
uncertainties. This needs to be
avoided to the maximum. Polls
must not come in the way of pol-
icy decisions either at the govern-
ment level or corporate and other
institutional functioning.
Election schedules are not a mat-
ter of mere political management.
Polls are held to improve systems.
If these affect any aspect of the
governance, this must be correct-
ed for all times and should be part
of the standard operating proce-
dures of the ECI.
Overall, there are risks to the
economy, RBI says in its annual
report. It has asked banks to
address trading norms, banking
book risks, and diversify deposit
sources to mitigate risks associ-
ated with interest rate fluctua-
tions. This variation has also its
impact on the stock markets. Its
decision to review priority sector
lending guidelines and work
towards formulating norms for
the National Strategy fir Financial
Inclusion up to 2030 could have
wider impact on trading and
businesses.
The RBI functioning is also being
discussed. Its dividend payment
of Rs 2.10 lakh crore is linked to

17 percent rise in income, 56 per-
cent drop in expenses due to a
much lower transfer to contin-
gency provisions during 2023-24.
As against Rs 1.3 lakh crore in
2022-23, only Rs 42,819 crore was
transferred to the contingency
fund in 2023-24.
Another matter that has drawn
attention is the domestic assets
made up 23.3 percent against 76.7
percent in foreign currency
assets, including gold deposits
and gold held in the country as
also loans and advances to finan-
cial institutions outside India.
The RBI holds, it annual reports
says, 822.1 metric tonnes of gold.
The value of gold held as asset
increased by 16.9 percent to Rs
1,64,604.9 crore on March 31,
2023.  It also mentions heavy lia-
bilities other than deposits and
notes issued at 92.57 percent.
The recent trend in US inflation
data could make an interest rate
cut this year. This could cause
further flight of capital from
India even as rupee continues to
fall against the dollar and further
fall in the equities are not ruled
out. The market awaits new pol-
icy formulations. Till such time
the volatility is likely to contin-
ue. It would require innovative
approach to the financial and
budgetary policies to boost the
overall market so that investors
from across the globe are tempt-
ed to put their funds in Indian
scrip and other instruments. The
new government has to trudge
cautiously and intelligently to
rev up the contours of the mar-
ket and economy.
(The author is a senior journal-

ist; views are personal)

From its highest 76,010 in the
beginning of the week it
plunged to 73,866 as the BSE
and Nifty indices close in the
last six sessions. The RBI fore-

cast of 7 percent growth too has not
boosted the spirits as the equity market
has been pining for a higher growth.
However, RBI claims that even at 7 per-
cent the country would be one of the
fastest growing economies in the finan-
cial year 2025. The Asian Development
Bank and Fitch also concur.  But IMF,
S&P and Morgan Stanley put it at 6.8
percent and World Bank, Moody's and
Deloitte put it at 6.6 percent.
The RBI has set a target of inflation at
4.5 percent though the central bank
repeatedly has said that for the last ten
years average inflation hovered over 5.5
percent. The central bank also notes a
slowdown in the last quarter of 2023-24.
Global markets remained under pressure
due to rising bond yields and denting
hopes of a rate cut. A major concern is
the spike in US bond yields pushing the
10-year yield above 4.6 per cent. Some
of the top companies that raised dollar
bonds include India Bulls HF-$ 350 mil-
lion; IRB Infra - $ 540 million; Adani
Green Energy - $ 409 million and
Sriram Finance - $ 750 million, as per
Bloomberg.  The bond market can trig-
ger continuation of the FII selling which
will depress the prices of large stocks fur-
ther. Volatility is likely to continue the
next week as well due to the political
uncertainty and global developments.
This has been a phenomenon since the
elections began in April and now it is
spiking to 24.8 - a more than two-year
high on the benchmark for volatility
India VIX. Except for occasional rises,
the stocks remained stagnant.
In different phases the losses to investors
have been heavy. In the present melee,
foreign funds were major sellers at Rs
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More women are attaining the top job
at companies in the S&P 500, but

their numbers are still minuscule com-
pared to their male counterparts. Of the
341 CEOs included in the AP’s annual
compensation survey, 25 are women.
That’s the most women making the list
since the survey began in 2011. But the
numbers haven’t budged very much. The
second highest tally was 21 women in
2017. The survey, based on data analyzed
for The Associated Press by Equilar,
includes CEOs at S&P 500 companies who
have served at least two fiscal years at their
companies, which filed proxy statements
between Jan. 1 and April 30, 2024.
Christy Glass, a professor of sociology at
Utah State University who studies equity,
inclusion and leadership, said that while
seeing more female CEOs this year is a
positive, overall the trends are discourag-
ing.
“We’ll see a year where there’s kind of a
banner year of women CEOs,” she said.
”But then a year or two down the road,
we’ll see a significant turnover.”
Lisa Su, CEO and chair of the board of
chipmaker Advanced Micro Devices, was

the highest paid female CEO in the AP sur-
vey for the fifth year in a row in fiscal 2023,
bringing in total compensation worth
USD30.3 million — flat with her compen-
sation package a year earlier. Her rank rose
to 21 overall from 25.
Su received a base salary of USD 1.2 mil-
lion and a performance bonus of more
than USD 1.4 million. The bulk of her
package was USD 21.8 million in stock
awards.
Su has been chief of AMD, based in Santa
Clara, California, since 2014.
The company is part of a growing num-
ber of companies trying to take advantage
of a broader interest from businesses look-
ing for new AI tools that can analyze data,
help make decisions and potentially
replace some tasks currently performed by
human workers. AMD’s stock price surged
127% in 2023.
The others in the top five highest paid
female CEOs include Mary Barra of
automaker General Motors with total
compensation of USD 27.8 million; Jane
Fraser of banking giant Citigroup with a
package worth USD 25.5 million; Kathy
Warden of aerospace and defense compa-
ny Northrop Grumman Corp. at USD 23.5
million; and Carol Tome of package deliv-

erer UPS Inc., whose pay was valued at
USD 23.4 million.
Some notable female CEOs aren’t includ-
ed since they became CEO less than two
years ago or their company files proxy
statements outside of the January through
April window, including Julie Sweet of con-
sultant Accenture and Sue Nabi, CEO of
Coty Inc. 
The median pay package for female CEOs
rose 21 per cent to USD 17.6 million. That’s
better than the men fared: Their median
pay package rose 12 per cent to USD16.3
million.
But the highest paid men still make far
more than the highest paid women.
Broadcom CEO Hock Tan raked in
USD161.8 million — the vast majority of
that in stock awards.Part of the issue of the
disproportionate numbers of men to
women is the “glass cliff,” Glass said. Her
research shows women are more likely to
be appointed CEO at disadvantaged com-
panies.“It’s kind of like one step forward,
two steps back,” she said. ”One of the fac-
tors driving that is the fact that women
tend to have opportunities to serve as CEO
when organizations are in crisis. ... That
means that they start their leadership tra-
jectory at a disadvantage.”
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Israel has advised its citi-
zens, including those hold-

ing an additional foreign
passport, to avoid travelling
to the Maldives and asked
those staying there to leave
the Indian Ocean archipel-
ago,  a  day  af ter  the
Maldiv ian  government
decided to ban Israeli pass-
port holders from entering
the country amidst the dead-
ly war in Gaza.
The Israeli Foreign Ministry
made the recommendations
on Sunday in view of the
Maldivian government’s
decision to make the legal
amendments necessary to
ban entry into the Maldives
on Israeli passports as soon
as possible.
“The recommendation is
also valid for Israeli citizens
holding a foreign passport,
in addition to the Israeli
passport,” the Israeli Foreign
Ministry said in a statement.
“For Israeli citizens staying
in the country, it is recom-

mended to consider leav-
ing, since if they fall into dis-
tress for any reason, it will be
difficult for us to help,” it
added.
While the Maldivian cabinet
decided to ban Israeli pass-
ports, the actual implemen-
tation of the decision will
require legal reforms.
Maldives receives more than
one million tourists each
year. About 10,966 Israeli
tourists visited the Maldives
in 2023, while 15,748 Israelis
travelled to the country in
2023.
Israel issued a travel warning
in December urging its citi-
zens against visiting the
Maldives, citing increased
anti-Israel sentiment during
the war with Hamas.
Israel does not have diplo-
matic ties with the Muslim-
majority nation after they
were suspended in 1974.
However, Israelis have been
allowed to visit the country
famed for its islands since
diplomatic dialogue to nor-
malise ties between the two

started more than a decade
ago, but have not succeeded
despite at times looking
“promising”.
The Maldivian cabinet on
Sunday a lso decided to
appoint a special presidential
envoy to identify the areas in
which Palestine requires sup-
port from the Maldives and
organise fundraising events
to assist Palestinians through
the UN Relief and Works
Agenc y  for  Pa les t ine
Refugees in the Near East.
The Gaza conflict began on
October 7 after Hamas initi-
ated an attack on Israel,
killing over 800 and captur-
ing 240 hostages, according
to Israeli authorities.
Israel launched a massive
counter-offensive against the
Palestinian militant group
that has ruled Gaza since
2007. 
More than 36,000 people,
including women and chil-
dren, have been killed in
Gaza in  Israel’s  ac t ion,
according to the Hamas-run
health ministry in Gaza. $����������������������������������������%����������������������?����� ��@������ ������3� ������
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Israel is looking into an alter-
native local governing body

for Gaza, the defence minister
said on Sunday, proposing a
future beyond Hamas but giv-
ing no idea who those chal-
lengers might be.Defence
Minister Yoav Gallant’s com-
ments came at a time of new
uncertainty in the eight-month
war. Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu is under
growing pressure from many
Israelis to accept a new cease-
fire deal proposed by US
President Joe Biden while far-
right allies threaten to col-
lapse his government if he
does.
Gallant, part of Israel’s three-
member War Cabinet who
recently urged the government
to have a detailed postwar plan
for Gaza, said in a briefing that
“we seek a governing alterna-
tive to Hamas. The framework
for this includes isolating areas,
removing Hamas operatives in
these areas and bringing in
other forces that will enable the
formation of a governing alter-
native”.
That will achieve Israel’s goals
of removing Hamas’ military
and governing authority in
Gaza and returning home the
remaining hostages taken in
the October 7 Hamas attack
that sparked the war, Gallant
said. He stressed that “we will
not accept the rule of Hamas at
any stage in any process aimed
at ending the war”.
An Israeli defence official told
AP that Gallant hopes to enable
isolated, Hamas-free areas in
Gaza to become “hubs of local
government” and identify
forces that can enable a longer-
term formation of a govern-
ment.
Israel is looking for “local non-
hostile actors”, the official said,
adding that Gallant believes
that “Palestinians should be
governing Palestinians”. Israel
would facilitate surges of aid to
the areas, and the local forces
would be responsible for dis-
tributing it to strengthen their
authority. 

But that approach is challeng-
ing and has failed before, one
expert said.
“I haven’t heard of any local
players that are brave enough
to present themselves as an
alternative to Hamas,” said
Michael Milshtein, an Israeli
analyst of Palestinian affairs at
Tel Aviv University and a for-
mer military intelligence offi-
cer.
Milshtein said Gallant’s “wish-
ful thinking” would amount to
a suicidal mission for any local
leader. Hamas has threatened
anyone cooperating with
Israel’s government.
“Although Hamas suffered
severe damage over the past
eight months, their impact on
the public is still very strong,”
he said.
Milshtein noted that Israel has
tried this approach in the past.
In the 1970s and ‘80s, Israel
tried to establish “village
leagues”, empowering local
Palestinian leaders.
“They were considered in the
eyes of Palestinians as collab-
orators, and it ended in a very
tragic manner,” he said. Unless
Israel maintains a constant
presence in Gaza, any “alterna-
tive forces” they try to install
will be too fragile, he added.
Netanyahu has said Israel will
maintain security control over
Gaza but delegate civilian
administration to local
Palestinians unaffiliated with
Hamas or the Western-backed
Palestinian Authority. He has
ruled out a path to Palestinian
statehood.
Top ally the US has proposed
that a reformed Palestinian
Authority would govern Gaza
with the assistance of Arab and
Muslim nations.
The Hamas attack in southern
Israel killed around 1,200 peo-
ple — mostly civilians — and
abducted about 250. About
100 hostages remain in Gaza,
along with the bodies of around
30 more.
Over 36,430 Palestinians have
been killed in Gaza by Israel’s
offensive, according to Gaza’s
Health Ministry. Israel blames
Hamas for civilian deaths.
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Beirut (AP): Israeli airstrikes
around the Syrian city of
Aleppo killed several people
early on Monday, Syrian state
media reported.
The state-run SANA news
agency gave no specific toll. It
said the strikes were around the
southeastern edge of Aleppo.
“The aggression led to a num-
ber of martyrs and some mate-
rial losses,” SANA said.
Israel did not immediately
acknowledge the strikes and
rarely does when it comes to
Syria.
Syria and Israel have been at
war since Israel’s founding in
1948. Syria’s President Bashar
Assad has been backed by Iran
in his country’s yearslong war,
and Israeli strikes previously
have targeted Iranian posi-
tions and equipment.
The strikes also come while
Israel is fighting Hamas in the
Gaza Strip. Israel separately has
been striking targets in
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Claudia Sheinbaum claimed
victory in Mexico’s presi-

dential election, becoming the
first woman selected for the job
by promising to continue the
political course set by her pop-
ulist predecessor despite wide-
spread discontent with persis-
tent cartel violence and disap-
pointing economic perfor-
mance.
The climate scientist and former
Mexico City mayor was the
favored successor of outgoing
President Andrés Manuel López
Obrador. But her cool temper
offers a sharp contrast in style
— and a break with Mexico’s
male-dominated political cul-
ture.
Sheinbaum said Sunday night
that her two competitors had
called her and conceded in an
election that guaranteed Mexico
would make history. The two
leading candidates were women,
and Sheinbaum is also be the
first person from a Jewish back-
ground to lead the overwhelm-
ingly Catholic country. Her
main competitor, Xóchitl
Gálvez, meanwhile, had a father
who was Indigenous Otomi. “I
do not arrive alone. We all
arrived, with our heroines who
gave us our homeland, with our
mothers, our daughters and
our granddaughters,”
Sheinbaum said with a smile,
speaking at a downtown hotel
shortly after electoral authorities
announced an early count
showed she held an irreversible
lead.
The 61-year-old Sheinbaum led
the campaign wire-to-wire
despite a spirited challenge from
Gálvez. But Sheinbaum is
unlikely to enjoy the kind of
unquestioning devotion that
López Obrador has enjoyed.
Yoselin Ramírez, 29, said she
voted for Sheinbaum, but split
her vote for other posts because
she didn’t want anyone holding
a strong majority.
“I don’t want everything to be
occupied by the same party, so
there can be a little more equal-
ity,” she said without elaborat-
ing.
The main opposition candi-
date, Gálvez, who rose from sell-
ing snacks on the street in her
poor hometown to start her
own tech firms, tried to seize on
Mexicans’ concerns about secu-
rity and promised to take a

more aggressive approach
toward organised crime. By
Monday morning, with the
76.1% of the polling place tal-
lies counted by Mexico’s elec-
toral authority, Sheinbaum had
58.6% of the vote, followed by
Gálvez with 28.3%. Longshot
candidate Jorge Álvarez Máynez
trailed with 10.5% of the vote.
Sheinbaum’s Morena party was
also projected to hold its majori-
ties in both chambers of
Congress.
If the margin holds, it would
approach López Obrador’s land-
slide victory in 2018. He won
the presidency after two unsuc-
cessful tries with 53.2% of the
votes, in a three-way race where
National Action took 22.3%
and the Institutional
Revolutionary Party took 16.5%.
The elections were widely seen
as a referendum on López
Obrador, who has expanded
social programs but largely
failed to reduce cartel violence
in Mexico.
In Mexico City’s main plaza, the
Zocalo, Sheinbaum’s lead did
not draw the kind of cheering,
jubilant crowds that greeted
López Obrador’s victory in
2018. Those present were enthu-
siastic, but comparatively few in
number.
Sara Ríos, 76, a retired literature
professor at Mexico’s National
Autonomous University, cele-
brated after hearing that Gálvez
had conceded.“The only way
that we move forward is by
working together,” Ríos said.

“She is going to work to bring
peace to the country, and is
going to manage to advance, but
it is a slow process.”
Earlier, Fernando Fernández, a
chef, 28, joined the relatively
small crowd, hoping for a
Sheinbaum victory, but even he
acknowledged there were prob-
lems. “You vote for Claudia out
of conviction, for AMLO,”
Fernández said, referring to
López Obrador by his initials, as
most Mexicans do.
But his highest hope is that
Sheinbaum can “improve what
AMLO couldn’t do, the price of
gasoline, crime and drug traf-
ficking, which he didn’t combat
even though he had the power.”
Sheinbaum promised to contin-
ue all of López Obrador’s poli-
cies, including a universal pen-
sion for the elderly and a pro-
gram that pays youths to
apprentice. Gálvez, who ran
with a coalition of major oppo-
sition parties, left the Senate last
year to focus her ire on López
Obrador’s decision to avoid
confronting the drug cartels
through his “hugs not bullets”
policy. She pledged to more
aggressively go after criminals.
Julio García, a Mexico City
office worker, said he was vot-
ing for the opposition in Mexico
City’s central San Rafael neigh-
bourhood. “They’ve robbed me
twice at gunpoint. You have to
change direction, change lead-
ership,” the 34-year-old said.
“Continuing the same way, we’re
going to become Venezuela.”
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Mexico City (AP): Claudia
Sheinbaum’s name will go
down in Mexican history.
The governing party candidate
won Mexico’s presidential elec-
tion on Sunday, a turning point
in a mostly conservative nation
that for more than two cen-
turies has been exclusively
ruled by men.
Elsewhere in Latin America,
women have presided over
Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia,
Chile, Nicaragua, Honduras,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Panama,
Haiti and Costa Rica.
Mexican women won the right
to vote in 1953. No law pre-
vented female candidates from
holding office, but sexism and
“macho” culture continue to
permeate the country of 129
million people. Prior to the cur-
rent presidential race, during
which Sheinbaum maintained
a comfortable lead against
opposition candidate Xóchitl
Gálvez, only two women had
officially sought Mexico’s pres-
idency. Both failed. In her bid
to replace outgoing President
Andrés Manuel López
Obrador, Sheinbaum struggled
to construct an image of her
own, leaving many wondering
whether she can escape the
shadow of her mentor. Women
currently lead some key
Mexican institutions, such as
the Senate, the Supreme Court
and the National Electoral
Institute. Mexico ranks third
among Latin American nations
with the most women in the
national Cabinet — 44% — and
has 10 female governors among
its 32 states. In some
Indigenous villages, though,
men still hold the power.
Among the issues that Mexican
women face are femicide, or
women killed because of their
gender, a gender employment
gap and inadequate policies
guaranteeing sexual and repro-
ductive rights. Sheinbaum, 61,
will need to address these after
she takes office on Oct 1.
Demonstrations on

International Women’s Day on
March 8 are painful reminders
that many Mexican women
disappear or are killed on a
daily basis.
According to UN Women, up
to 10 women are victims of
femicide each day in Mexico.
The number totalled 3,000 in
2023.
Thousands more have disap-
peared. In many cases, it is their
mothers, feeling abandoned
by the government, who have
taken on the task of searching
for them.
Most femicides go unpunished
due to Mexico’s inefficient jus-
tice system, which frequently
dismisses reported crimes or
fails to properly investigate
and prosecute them.
According to the National
Institute of Statistics and
Geography, more than 40% of
Mexican women who are 15
years old or older say they have
been victims of some sort of
violence in their lives.
During her campaign,
Sheinbaum said she would
replicate measures against gen-
der-based violence that were
implemented when she was
mayor of the capital. They
include the creation of an anti-
femicide prosecutor’s office
and legislation that would force
offenders to leave their homes.
“We transform, we are warriors
who open paths for other
women,” Sheinbaum said. In
spite of this, Sheinbaum has
been criticized by feminists
and activists arguing that her
government lacked gender-
related policies. 
Excessive use of force against
women during demonstrations
has been flagged as well.
Teenage pregnancy among
Mexican women and girls has
raised concern.According to
official figures from 2021, the
latest available, there were
147,279 births among adoles-
cents between 15 and 19 years
old, and 3,019 among girls
under 15.
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Iran’s acting foreign minis-
ter arrived in Lebanon

Monday, his first official
diplomatic visit since his pre-
decessor died in a helicopter
crash last month. Iran’s state-
run IRNA news agency
reported that Ali Bagheri
Kani would visit Lebanon
and then Syria “to meet with
the two countries’ officials as
well as the officials of the
resistance front to discuss
ways to counter (Israel).”
Iran backs a number of armed
factions in the region, of
which Lebanese Shiite mili-
tant group Hezbollah is wide-
ly seen as the most powerful.
Hezbollah would be Tehran’s
first line of defense in case of
a direct conflict between Iran
and Israel.
Bagheri Kani’s predecessor,
Hossein Amirabdollahian, a
hard-liner close to the para-
militar y Revolutionar y
Guard, died in a helicopter

crash on May 19 in a moun-
tainous area near Iran’s bor-
der with Azerbaijan, along
with Iranian President
Ebrahim Raisi and a delega-
tion of other officials.
Bagheri Kani met with his
Lebanese counterpart ,
Abdallah Bou Habib, on
Monday and praised the
“close relations” between the
two countries .  He told
reporters that “resistance is
the basis for stability in the
region.”
“We agreed that all countries
in the region, especially the
Islamic countries, should
adopt a joint movement in
order to counter Israeli
aggression and protect the
Palestinian people, especially
in Rafah,” he said.
Bou Habib said Lebanon, for
its part, wants to avoid a
wider war and is looking for
“sustainable solutions that
restore calm and stability to
southern Lebanon.”
Hezbollah has been clashing

with Israeli forces along the
Lebanon-Israel border since
October, against the back-
drop of Israel’s war against the
allied Hamas group in Gaza.
The cross-border fighting has
intensified in recent weeks,
since Israel’s incursion into
the key town of Rafah in
southern Gaza. 
The border fighting has killed
more than 400 people on the
Lebanese side — most of
them militants but also
including more than 70 civil-
ians and noncombatant —
and at least 15 soldiers and 10
civilians on the Israeli side.
The danger of a direct conflict
between Iran and Israel has
also risen since Oct. 7.
An apparent Israeli airstrike
on an Iranian consulate in
Syria in April triggered a
series of escalatory attacks
between Iran and Israel that
threatened to set off a wider
war, although the two region-
al archrivals have recently
seemed to dial back tensions. 
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Earthquakes early Monday
again struck Japan’s north-

central region of Ishikawa, still
recovering from the destruc-
tion left by a powerful quake on
January 1, but the latest shak-
ing caused no major damage.

A magnitude 5.9 temblor
on the northern top of the Noto
Peninsula was followed min-
utes later by a 4.8 and then sev-
eral smaller quakes within the
next two hours, the Japan
Meteorological Agency said.
There was no tsunami. 

Five houses that had been
damaged in the January 1
quake collapsed in Wajiima
city, but no major damage or
life-threatening injuries were
reported, according to Ishikawa
prefecture. A quake alarm in
the town of Tsubata, about
100 kilometers (60 miles)
southwest of the epicenter, sur-
prised a resident in her 60s who
fell from her bed but the injury
was not life-threatening, prefec-
tural officials said. JMA seis-
mology and tsunami official

Satoshi Harada said Monday’s
quakes were believed to be
aftershocks of the magnitude
7.6 earthquake on January 1.
Seismic activity has since
slightly subsided, but Harada
urged people to be cautious,
especially near buildings that
were damaged earlier.

Shinkansen super-express
trains and other train services
were temporarily suspended for
safety checks but most of them
resumed, according to West

Japan Railway Co. 
The Nuclear Regulation

Authority said no abnormali-
ties were found at two nearby
nuclear power plants. One of
them, the Shika plant on the
Noto Peninsula, had minor
damage, though officials said
that did not affect cooling
functions of the two reactors. 

Hokuriku Electric Power
Co. said there were no power
outages.Monday’s rattlings
rekindled fear among residents

who are still struggling to
recover from damages from the
New Year’s quake. NHK pub-
lic television showed a number
of people who came out of their
homes and temporary shelters
to see if there were additional
damage.

“Many people who have
been living at evacuation cen-
ters must have been been
frightened,” Chief Cabinet
Secretary Yoshimasa Hayashi
said, urging caution against
potential falling rocks and
landslides in areas that were
shaken strongly.
Reconstruction comes slowly
in mountainous areas on the
peninsula, and many damaged
houses remain untouched. 

In Wajima, which was one
of the hardest-hit areas, an
inn operator told NHK that he
immediately ducked under the
desk at the reception when the
first quake struck Monday.
Nothing fell to the floor or
broke, but it reminded him of
the January shakings and made
him worry that a big quake like
that had occurred even five
months later.
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Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
party founder Imran Khan

was on Monday acquitted in
three high-profile cases, includ-
ing the cipher case, in a major
relief to the beleaguered former
prime minister who was sen-
tenced to 10 years in jail for
making public a secret diplo-
matic communication.
The 71-year-old former crick-
eter-turned-politician has been
in jail since August last year
after being convicted in some
of the nearly 200 cases slapped
on him since his ouster in April
2022.
On Monday, a two-member
bench of the Islamabad High
Court (IHC) comprising Chief
Justice Aamer Farooq and
Justice Miangul Hassan
Aurangzeb acquitted Khan and
former foreign minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi in the
cipher case.
However, the duo are not
expected to be released from
prison due to Khan’s sentence
in the Iddat case (illegal mar-
riage) while Qureshi was arrest-
ed in a case linked to the May
9 violence. Qureshi is on phys-
ical remand till June 5.
Khan and Qureshi were sen-

tenced to 10 years of imprison-
ment in the cipher case in
January by a special court,
established under the Official
Secrets Act. Both Khan and
Qureshi had challenged the
verdict in the Islamabad High
Court.
The case pertains to the inci-
dent in which Khan showed a
piece of paper - allegedly a copy
of a diplomatic communication
- at a public rally in Islamabad,
claiming it as proof of a con-
spiracy against his government
by a foreign power, referring to
US diplomat Donald Lu, who
has been at the centre of the

cipher controversy.
Khan had brandished the
cipher paper just two weeks
before the ouster of the PTI
government in April 2022
through a vote of no-confi-
dence in Parliament.
Leader of the Opposition in the
National Assembly Omar Ayub
hailed the verdict and called for
the immediate release of Khan
and Qureshi.
In a statement, Khan’s party
urged the judiciary that the
“false cases” against all politi-
cal prisoners be dealt with as
soon as possible and they
should be released from jail.

The Cipher case was filed on
August 15 last year by the
Federal Investigation Agency
which accused Khan and
Qureshi of violating the secret
laws while handling a cable sent
by the Pakistan embassy in
Washington in March 2022.
The two were first indicted in
October last year but the
process was reversed by the
Islamabad High Court while
ruling against in-camera pro-
ceedings. They were indicted
again in December.
In a separate development, the
district and sessions court of
Islamabad acquitted Khan,
Qureshi, ex-communication
minister Murad Saeed, and
other PTI leaders in two cases
of vandalism during the
‘Haqeeqi Azaadi’ march in
2022.
In May 2022, the former crick-
eter-turned-politician launched
a march toward Islamabad
from Lahore to topple the
coalition government of
Shehbaz Sharif that assumed
power after he was ousted as
the premier following a vote of
no confidence.
The rally was part of the PTI’s
struggle to achieve “real free-
dom” and deliver the nation
from the “slavery” of the “US-

backed” coalition government.
Khan had accused the coalition
government of coming to
power through a “US-backed
conspiracy”.
The Islamabad police at that
time filed separate cases against
150 people, including Khan,
Qureshi and other party lead-
ers, over allegations of arson
and vandalism in the federal
capital.
Earlier this month, a judicial
magistrate of Islamabad also
acquitted Khan in two cases of
vandalism during his party’s
two long marches in 2022.
Judicial magistrate Shaista
Kundi heard the pleas filed by
the former prime minister for
his acquittal in the cases regis-
tered at Islamabad’s Lohi Bhair
and Sahala police stations and
one related to his production in
the court.
Separately, the Islamabad High
Court on Monday accepted
District and Sessions Judge
Shahrukh Arjumand’s plea for
the transfer of the Iddat case to
another court, days after the
complainant expressed a lack of
confidence in the judge.
Khan and Bushra, 49, were sen-
tenced to seven years in prison
each on February 3 by a trial
court for contracting the mar-

riage during iddat, a mandato-
ry period for a woman in Islam
to wait before a second mar-
riage after the death of her hus-
band or divorce.
The case was filed by Bushra’s
ex-husband, Khawar Maneka,
against the couple in November
2023, alleging that they married
without Bushra observing the
mandatory waiting period of
iddat. He asked the court to
declare the marriage null and
void.
The former first couple had
challenged the verdict in
Islamabad District and Sessions
Court, where Judge Shahrukh
Arjumand heard the appeals
and reserved the verdict on
May 23.
The couple had married in
2018, the year Khan went on to
win elections and become
prime minister. Bushra was
ostensibly his spiritual guide,
but the two developed affection
for each other during their
meetings. She got a divorce
from her husband of 28 years,
with whom she had five chil-
dren.
She is the third wife of Khan,
a former cricketing hero who
during his heydays of sporting
career, had a playboy reputa-
tion. 
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Lahore (PTI): An elderly
Christian man has succumbed to
his injuries sustained during an
attack by a mob led by a radical
outfit following a blasphemy
allegation last week in Pakistan’s
Punjab province, police said on
Monday.
An enraged mob led by radical
Islamist Tehreek-e-Labbaik
Pakistan (TLP) activists on May
25 attacked Christian communi-
ty members in Mujahid Colony
in the Sargodha district of
Punjab, some 200 km from
Lahore, injuring two Christians
and 10 policemen.The mob
burned and ransacked the homes
and properties of the Christians.
According to police, the mob
surrounded the residence and
shoe factory of Nazir Masih
alias Lazar Masih, an elderly
Christian, accusing him of des-
ecration of the Quran. The mob
attacked him with kicks and fists
and hurled stones at him.
The enraged mob set fire to the
shoe factory, some shops and a
couple of houses.
Although the deceased’s family
denied the desecration claims,

they said the mob wanted to
lynch him.“It also brutally
torched Masih, but (the) timely
arrival of (a) heavy contingent of
police rescued Masih and 10
other members of the Christian
community,” the FIR says.The
FIR says that some pages of the
holy Quran were reportedly
found outside the shoe factory,
instigating the locals.
“The enraged mob pelted stones
at police personnel when they
resorted to baton charge to dis-
perse it. At least 10 policemen,
including officers, have been
injured,” the FIR says.
Police arrested a total of 140 sus-
pects involved in attacking
Christians, their properties and
police personnel. Police booked
over 450 people under terrorism
and other charges.
Masih, who was receiving treat-
ment at the Combined Military
Hospital (CMH) in Sargodha,
died on Sunday, police said.
His nephew, Irfan Gill Masih,
also confirmed the death, saying
that his uncle’s body was being
shifted back to Sargodha for a
funeral.
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Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy met

with the Philippine president
on Monday in a rare Asian trip
to urge regional leaders to
attend a Swiss-organized glob-
al peace summit on the war in
Ukraine that he accuses Russia,
with China’s help, of trying to
undermine.

Zelenskyy arrived unan-
nounced and under heavy
security in Manila late Sunday
after speaking over the week-
end at the Shangri-La defense
forum in Singapore. He was
given a red-carpet welcome
with military honours Monday
at the presidential palace before
meeting with President
Ferdinand Marcos Jr., after
which he left the Philippines.
Marcos pledged that his coun-
try would take part in the
peace summit, Philippine
Communications Secretary
Cheloy Garafil said. 
“I’m happy to hear today from
you that you’ll participate in
our peace steps,” Zelenskyy
told Marcos. “It’s a very strong
signal.”
Zelenskyy said Ukraine needs
more mental health workers for
its soldiers. Marcos promised to

help and welcomed a decision
by Ukraine to open an embassy
in Manila this year which
would hasten efforts to deliv-
er assistance.
“We have ourselves been trying
to promote the continuing
adherence to international law
in our part of the world,”
Marcos said. “The issues that
you are facing are similar and
in parallel to ours and, there-
fore, the position the
Philippines takes is always to

promote peace.”
Both leaders spoke critically of
China at the Singapore forum,
which was attended by top
defense and government offi-
cials from around the world,
including from Washington
and Beijing. The talks were
held amid the raging wars in
Gaza and Ukraine as well as
growing tensions and rivalry
for influence between the
United States and China in the
Indo-Pacific region.

At a news conference in
Singapore on Sunday,
Zelenskyy accused China of
helping Russia to disrupt the
Swiss-organized peace sum-
mit by pressuring other coun-
tries not to attend.
“Russia, using Chinese influ-
ence in the region, using
Chinese diplomats also, does
everything to disrupt the peace
summit,” he said, without elab-
orating. “This is unfortunate
that such a big independent
powerful country as China is
an instrument in the hands of
(Russian leader Vladimir)
Putin.”
In Beijing, Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesperson Mao
Ning denied the allegation.
“Our position is open and
transparent, and there is no
such thing as pressuring other
countries” Mao said.
China has taken what it says is
a neutral position on the war,
putting it at odds with Ukraine,
the US and most of Europe. Its
trade with Russia has grown,
easing the economic impact of
Western sanctions. American,
Ukrainian and other intelli-
gence agencies say there is evi-
dence that Chinese parts are
winding up in Russian weapon-
ry, even if China is not direct-

ly arming its neighbour.
Switzerland had been hoping
China would attend the peace
conference in mid-June, but
Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Mao Ning sug-
gested Friday that was unlike-
ly.
At the security forum,
Zelenskyy urged top defense
officials to participate in the
talks in Switzerland, expressing
disappointment over the failure
of some countries to commit to
attending. Ukraine, he said, has
proposals to make at the sum-
mit as a basis for peace,
addressing nuclear security,
food security, the release of
prisoners of war and the return
of Ukrainian children abduct-
ed by Russia.
He said Ukraine is “ready to
hear various proposals and
thoughts that lead us ... to an
end of the war and a sustain-
able and just peace.”
US Defense Secretary Lloyd
Austin met with Zelenskyy on
the sidelines of the conference
and renewed US commitments
to Ukraine. In an address to the
forum Saturday, Austin said
that “Putin’s war of aggression
has provided us all with a pre-
view of a world that none of us
would want.”
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Tens of thousands of chil-
dren in Afghanistan remain

affected by ongoing flash
floods, especially in the north
and west, the UN children’s
agency said Monday.

Unusually heavy seasonal
rains have been wreaking havoc
on multiple parts of the coun-
try, killing hundreds of people
and destroying property and
crops. The UN food agency has
warned that many survivors are
unable to make a living.
UNICEF, the UN children’s
agency, said the extreme weath-
er has all of the hallmarks of an
intensifying climate crisis, with
some of the affected areas hav-
ing experienced drought last
year. The World Food
Programme said the excep-
tionally heavy rains in
Afghanistan killed more than
300 people and destroyed thou-
sands of houses in May, most-
ly in the northern province of
Baghlan. Survivors have been
left with no homes, no land,
and no source of livelihood,
WFP said. UNICEF said in a
statement Monday that tens of
thousands of children remain
affected by ongoing floods.

“The international communi-
ty must redouble efforts and
investments to support com-
munities to alleviate and adapt
to the impact of climate change
on children,” said Dr. Tajudeen
Oyewale, the UNICEF repre-
sentative in Afghanistan.
At the same time, “UNICEF
and the humanitarian commu-
nity must prepare ourselves for
a new reality of climate-relat-
ed disasters,” Oyewale said.
Afghanistan ranks 15th out of
163 nations in the Children’s
Climate Risk Index. This
means that not only are climate
and environmental shocks and
stresses prominent in the coun-

try, but children are particular-
ly vulnerable to their effects
compared with elsewhere in the
world.
Last week, the private group

Save the Children said about
6.5 million children in
Afghanistan are forecast to
experience crisis levels of
hunger in 2024. Nearly three
out of 10 Afghan children will
face crisis or emergency levels
of hunger this year as the
country feels the immediate
impact of floods, the long-
term effects of drought, and the
return of Afghans from neigh-
bouring Pakistan and Iran, the
group said in a report.
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South African President Cyril
Ramaphosa called on Sunday

for parties to overcome their dif-
ferences and find “common
ground” to form the first nation-
al coalition government in the
country’s young democracy. 

South Africa announced its
final election results on Sunday,
confirming that no party won a
majority, and unprecedented
coalition talks were starting to
find a way forward for Africa’s
most advanced economy.

Ramaphosa’s African
National Congress (ANC) had
already lost its 30-year majority
after more than 99 per cent of
votes were counted by Saturday
and showed it couldn’t surpass 50
per cent. The ANC received
around 40 per cent of the votes
in last week’s election in the final
count, the largest share. 

Without a majority it will
need to agree on a coalition with

another party or parties for the
first time to co-govern and reelect
Ramaphosa for a second term.
South Africa’s national elections
decide how many seats each
party gets in Parliament and law-
makers elect the president later.

“Our people have spoken,”
Ramaphosa said. “Whether we
like it or not, they have spoken.
We have heard the voices of our
people and we must respect
their choices and their wishes.”

“The people of South Africa
expect their leaders to work
together to meet their needs. This
is a time for all of us to put South
Africa first.”

At least 26 political parties,
including the uMkhonto
weSizwe Party led by former
President Jacob Zuma, have
lodged objections and com-
plaints with the electoral body
over allegations of voting irreg-
ularities, which it has promised
to address. 

The ANC was the party of
Nelson Mandela and freed South
Africa from the apartheid system
of white minority rule in 1994. It
had governed with a comfortable
majority since then. This election
saw an unprecedented slump in
its support, with voters seen to be
deserting the party due to its fail-
ure to solve widespread poverty
and extremely high unemploy-
ment levels, as well as problems
with the delivery of basic govern-
ment services to many in a
nation of 62 million.

The ANC had said earlier on
Sunday that it was starting its
negotiations with all major par-
ties. More than 50 took part in the
election, and at least eight had sig-
nificant shares of the vote. ANC
Secretary-General Fikile Mbalula
said the party was open to all
negotiations, even with the main
opposition Democratic Alliance
(DA), which has led the chorus
of criticism of the ANC for years

but is viewed by many analysts as
the most stable coalition option
for South Africa.The DA won the
second most votes with around
21 per cent and the two parties
would hold a majority together
and be able to govern. DA leader
John Steenhuisen said his party
was also initiating talks with par-
ties. The ANC won 159 seats in
the 400-seat Parliament, down
from the 230 it won in the last
election. The DA increased
slightly to 87 seats. There is
some time pressure for coalition
talks to progress and for the
uncertainty to be minimised
given South Africa’s new
Parliament needs to sit for the
first time and elect a president
within 14 days of the election
results being declared.
Ramaphosa is seeking a second
and final term and Mbalula said
his position as leader of the
ANC was not in question despite
the election result. 
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South Korea announced
Monday it’ll suspend a rap-

prochement deal with North
Korea to punish it over its
launches of trash-carrying
balloons, even after the North
said it would halt its balloon
campaign.

Over several days, North
Korea flew hundreds of bal-
loons to drop trash and
manure on South Korea in an
angry reaction against previ-
ous South Korean civilian
leafleting campaigns. On
Sunday, South Korea said it
would take “unbearable” retal-
iatory steps in response,
before North Korea abruptly
announced it would stop fly-
ing balloons across the border.
On Monday, South Korea’s
presidential national security
council said it has decided to
suspend a 2018 inter-Korean
agreement aimed at easing

frontline animosities, until
mutual trust between the two
Koreas is restored, according
to the presidential office. The
security council said the sus-
pension would allow South
Korea to resume military drills
near the border with North
Korea and take effective,
immediate responses to
provocations by North Korea.
It said a proposal on the sus-
pension will be introduced at
the Cabinet Council  on
Tuesday for approval.
Observers say South Korea
needs the deal’s suspension to
restart  blast ing anti-
Pyongyang propaganda
broadcasts, K-pop songs and
outside news from border
loudspeakers. They say such
broadcasts have previously
stung in the rigidly controlled
North, where most of its 26
million people are not allowed
official accesses to foreign
news. The 2018 agreement,

reached during a brief period
of reconciliation between
then-liberal South Korean
President Moon Jae-in and
North Korean leader Kim
Jong Un, require the Koreas to
cease all hostile acts against
each other, including propa-
ganda broadcasts and leaflet-
ing campaigns. But the accord
doesn’t clearly state civilian
leafleting should also be
banned. That has allowed
South Korean activists to con-
tinue to fly balloons to drop
anti-Pyongyang leaflets, USB
sticks with South Korean dra-
mas and world news, and US
dollars in North Korea.
Enraged over such leafleting
campaigns, North Korea has
previously fired at incoming
balloons and destroyed a
South Korean-built, unoccu-
pied inter-Korean liaison
office in the North. The 2018
deal has already been in the
danger of collapsing. Tension

spiked after North Korea’s spy
satellite launch last November
prompted both Koreas to take
steps in breach of the accord
— South Korea resuming
frontline aerial surveillance
and North Korea restoring
border guard posts. Since last
Tuesday, a total of about 1,000
North Korean balloons carry-
ing manure, cigarette butts,
scraps of cloth and waste
paper have been discovered in
various parts of South Korea.
No hazardous substances were
found, according to South
Korea’s military. On Sunday
night, Kim Kang Il, a North
Korean vice defence minister,
said the North would stop its
balloon campaign because it
left the South Koreans with
“enough experience of how
much unpleasant they feel”. He
said North Korea will fly bal-
loons again if South Korean
activists restart their own bal-
loon activities.
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Berlin (AP): The death toll in
floods across a large part of
southern Germany rose to two
on Monday as the body of a miss-
ing woman was found.
Chancellor Olaf Scholz visited the
flooded region and officials
warned that water levels could
rise further in some areas.
The body of the 43-year-old,
whom rescuers had been looking
for since Sunday morning, was
found in a basement in the
Bavarian town of
Schrobenhausen, police told
German news agency dpa. A fire-
fighter was found dead in near-
by Pfaffenhofen on Sunday after
an inflatable boat he and col-
leagues were using capsized.
Persistent heavy rain led to wide-
spread flooding in the southern
states of Bavaria and Baden-
Wuerttemberg over the weekend.

The floods caused extensive
transport disruption, with long-
distance rail routes to Munich
from the north and west out of
action on Monday.
Scholz visited Reichertshofen,

north of Munich, inspecting a
sandbagged river bank and meet-
ing regional officials including
Markus Söder, Bavaria’s governor.
Söder said that the situation

“remains critical and tense,” with
water receding in some places but
new flooding and evacuations
elsewhere. He noted that water
levels are expected to rise in the
city of Regensburg and further
down the Danube. Scholz said
that “this is not just one event like
there have been for centuries,”
and that a succession of floods in
recent times shows “we cannot
neglect the task of halting man-
made climate change”. 
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Beijing (PTI): Numerous lakes
in Tibet dotting the picturesque
Himalayan region are set to swell
with billions of tonnes of water
due to increased rainfall caused
by climate warming and the
melting of glaciers which could
cause massive economic losses
for China, a study by a group of
international scientists has said.
By the end of the century, the

surface area of some lakes in the
Qinghai-Tibet Plateau could
increase by more than 50 per
cent with the water volume of
the lakes in the plateau estimat-
ed to expand by more than 600
billion tonnes, according to the
study published in the peer-
reviewed journal Nature
Geoscience last month. If these

predictions are correct, the
researchers said it could have a
massive economic impact on
China, running into the billions
of dollars, the Hong Kong-
based South China Morning
Post reported on Monday, quot-
ing the study’s findings. “Our
results suggest that by 2100, even
under a low-emissions scenario,
the surface area of endorheic
lakes on the Tibetan Plateau will
increase by over 50 per cent
(around 20,000 sq km or 7,722
sq miles) and water levels will
rise by around 10 metres (32
feet) relative to 2020,” the study
said. Endorheic lakes, also
known as closed lakes, do not
have an outlet to drain into. The
scientists from China, Wales,

Saudi Arabia, the United States
and France said this would cor-
respond to a four-fold increase
in water storage compared to
what the area experienced over
the last 50 years.
If steps are not taken to mitigate
this, “more than 1,000 km of
roads, approximately 500 settle-
ments and around 10,000 sq km
of ecological components such
as grasslands, wetlands and
croplands,” will become sub-
merged, the study said.
Observers say that the swelling
lakes and melting glaciers could
also impact neighbouring coun-
tries including India as Tibet is
the origin of several rivers
including the mighty
Brahmaputra.
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Japan Airlines on Monday
said it has entered into a

codeshare arrangement with
IndiGo, which would help the
Japanese carrier expand
services to 14 destinations of
the domestic carrier's
network.
At present, Japan Airlines
operates its services to Delhi
and Bengaluru from Tokyo. It
offers daily flight services to
the national capital from
Haneda Airport, while its
thrice-a-week services to
Bengaluru are operated from
Narita Airport.
“Japan Airlines (JAL) and
IndiGo have agreed on
codeshare partnership which
will benefit the customers by
providing more travel options
between Japan and India,” a
statement said.
The codeshare partnership
will allow Japan Airlines to
strengthen its connectivity
into India initially, while
enabling more travel options
for IndiGo customers on
JAL's extensive domestic and

international network in later
phases, the statement said.
The partnership will enable
codeshare on India routes
that connect to JAL-operated
flights from/to Delhi and
Bengaluru, as per the
statement.
Through this partnership,
Japan Airlines said it will be
able to establish an extensive
network pan-India, including
major cities such as Mumbai,
Chennai, Hyderabad,
Kolkata, Ahmedabad,
Amritsar, Kochi, Coimbatore,
T h i r u v a n a n t h a p u r a m ,

Tiruchirappalli, Pune,
Lucknow, Varanasi, and Goa,
which connects to JAL-
operated flights.
Later, the two carriers will
seek to further expand the
cooperation with IndiGo
codesharing on JAL-operated
flights, it added.
“IndiGo is expanding its
portfolio of codeshare
partnerships with this
agreement with Japan
Airlines. This phase of the
partnership expands the
choices available to Japan
Airlines customers for

journeys to/from Japan, using
IndiGo's extensive network in
India,” said Abhijit DasGupta,
Senior Vice President for
network planning and
revenue management at
IndiGo.
The partnership will provide
seamless connectivity to
support trade, commerce, and
tourism between the two
countries, he said.
“Over time, we intend to
expand the scope of
geographic and reciprocal
coverage of this relationship to
further grow travel
opportunities for customers of
both airlines,” DasGupta
added.
“With the extensive network,
travellers to and from India
and Japan will be able to book
their flight on one ticket. In
recent years, India has
achieved remarkable economic
growth, and the air travel
demand between Japan and
India is increasing more than
ever before,” said Ross Leggett,
Managing Executive Officer,
Senior Vice President Route
Marketing at Japan Airlines. 
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IT sector employee union
NITES has urged the

Ministry of Labour and
Employment to probe repeated
delays in the onboarding of
over 2,000 campus recruits by
tech major Infosys.
Nascent Information
Technology Employees Senate
(NITES) alleged that the delays
have persisted for more than
two years, and caused
significant hardship for the
affected professionals, leaving

them 'in a limbo'.
Infosys did not comment on
the matter. Harpreet Singh
Saluja, President of Nascent
Information Technology
Employees Senate (NITES), in
a statement, alleged that
Infosys' actions constitute a
“serious breach of trust” with
these young professionals.
“Many had turned down other
job offers in good faith, relying
on Infosys's offer letters. 
“Now, they face financial
hardship and uncertainty due
to the lack of income and a

clear onboarding timeline,” he
said.
The union has written to the
Ministry of Labour and
Employment seeking an
investigation into the matter, to
ensure that Infosys fulfills its
obligations to its new hires.
NITES has demanded the
affected professionals be given
full salary payments for the
period during which
onboarding has been delayed.
It has also batted for providing
these recruits with immediate
access to Infosys' employee

assistance programme to
address the mental and
emotional strain caused by the
delay.
“If onboarding remains
unfeasible, Infosys must
actively work with the recruits
to find alternative employment
opportunities within the
organisation. We have
requested the Ministry to take
swift action to protect these
employees and ensure they are
not unfairly penalised for
Infosys's decision,” the
statement said. 
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Shriram Finance Limited
(SFL) on Monday said it

has raised USD 468-million
(about Rs 3.880 crore) in
multi-currency to fund
business growth.
The three-year (External
Commercial Borrowing)
ECB facility was structured
as a social loan anchored by
BNP Paribas, DBS Bank,
Hongkong & Shanghai
Banking Corporation
(HSBC) and Sumitomo
Mitsui Banking Corporation,
who were the joint mandated
lead arrangers and book
runners and social loan
coordinators for this facility,
SFL said in a statement.
The fundraise comprises
USD 425 million and EUR
40 million through a
syndicated term loan
transaction, it said.
In line with its focus on
increasing the accessibility of
financial services to the
unbanked and underbanked
sectors, the funds raised
through this social loan will
be used to empower small

entrepreneurs and
vulnerable groups across
India, it said.
This marks the largest
syndicated multi-currency
transaction by a private
sector Non-Banking Finance
Company, said Umesh
Revankar, executive vice
chairman of Shriram
Finance.
“This facility is labelled as a
social loan, reflecting our
commitment to social
impact similar to our
priority sector initiatives,
with certain strict
exclusions. The strong
interest from the
international investor
community underscores the
global confidence in our
mission,” he said.
SFL has a wide range of
offerings ranging from credit
solutions for commercial
vehicles, two-wheeler loans,
car loans, home loans, gold
loans, personal and small
business loans. As one of the
country's largest retail
NBFCs, Shriram Finance has
Assets under Management
(AUM) of Rs 2,24,862 crore. 
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India's manufacturing
sector saw a slower growth

rate for the second straight
month in May but stayed
firmly in expansion mode
with global sales increasing
to the greatest extent in over
13 years, a monthly survey
said on Monday. 
The seasonally adjusted
HSBC India Manufacturing
Purchasing Managers' Index
(PMI) fell from 58.8 in April
to 57.5 in May, signalling a
slower but substantial
improvement in the health of
the sector.
The index had climbed to a
16-year high of 59.1 in
March.
In PMI parlance, a print
above 50 means expansion
while a score below 50
denotes contraction.
According to HSBC Global
Economist Maitreyi Das,
“The manufacturing sector
remained in expansionary
territory in May, albeit the
pace... Slowed, led by a softer
rise in new orders and
output.”
The slowdown was
attributed to reduced
working hours amid
intensive heatwave and
rising production costs.
“Panelists cited heatwaves as
a reason for lower work
hours in May, which may
have affected production
volumes,” Das said.
The headline figure was
nearly four points higher
than its long-run average.

May data showed a further
upturn in Indian factory
production, which stretched
the current sequence of
expansion to nearly three
years. Despite easing to a
three-month low, the rate of
increase remained sharp.
Growth was supported by
new business gains, demand
strength and successful
marketing efforts, the report
said.
New orders rose at a
substantial pace that was
nonetheless the slowest in
three months. The rise was
associated with marketing
efforts, demand strength and
favourable economic
conditions, as per the report.
Growth was reportedly
stymied by competitions and
election-related disruptions,
it said, adding that in
contrast to the trend for total

sales, new export orders rose
at a faster pace in May.
The upturn in international
sales was the strongest in
over 13 years as
manufacturers witnessed
gains from customers across
several countries in Africa,
Asia, the Americas, Europe,
and the Middle East.
The ongoing strong sales
performances, combined
with upbeat growth
forecasts, fuelled job
creation in May, the report
said.
Manufacturing employment
rose to one of the greatest
extents seen since data
collection started in March
2005, the report said, adding
that jobs growth, parallel to
rising material and freight
costs, underpinned a quicker
increase in input costs at
goods producers.
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Mother Dairy on Monday
announced Rs 2 per litre

hike in milk prices in the
Delhi-NCR market due to a
rise in input cost over the last
15 months.
The increase in prices of all
variants of milk is effective
from Monday (June 3) in
Delhi-NCR as well as other
markets where it has a
presence.
On Sunday, Amul announced
an increase in rates.
Increases in milk prices by
these two leading milk
suppliers come just after the
completion of the voting
process of the Lok Sabha
elections.
In a statement, Mother Dairy
said it is “increasing its liquid
milk prices by Rs 2 per litre
across all operating markets
from June 03, 2024 onwards.”
The increase in consumer
price is mainly to compensate
the producers for increased
production costs, which have
been on the rise for over one
year, it said.
In Delhi-NCR, Mother Dairy

full cream milk will be
available now at Rs 68 per
litre, while toned and double-
toned milk at Rs 56 and Rs 50
per litre, respectively.
Buffalo and cow milk prices
have been increased to Rs 72
and Rs 58 per litre
respectively. Token milk (bulk
vended milk) will be sold at Rs
54 per litre.
Mother Dairy, which
currently sells 35 lakh litre per
day of fresh milk in Delhi-
NCR, said it had last revised

its liquid milk prices in
February 2023.
“Despite paying higher prices
towards milk procurement in
the last few months, the
consumer prices were kept
intact. Moreover, the heat
stress across the country has
been unprecedented and it is
likely to further impact milk
production,” Mother Dairy
said.
The company highlighted that
it passes an average of around
75- 80 per cent of the sales
realisation from milk towards
its procurement.
This helps in ensuring the
sustenance of dairy farming
and the availability of quality
milk.
“The surge in farm prices is
only being partially passed on
to the consumers, with an
effective revision of 3-4 per
cent, thereby securing the
interests of both the milk
producers and the
consumers,” Mother Dairy
said.
On late Sunday, the Gujarat
Cooperative Milk Marketing
Federation (GCMMF), which
markets dairy products under
the Amul brand, increased
milk prices by about Rs 2 per
litre from Monday across the
country.
The increase of Rs 2 per litre
translates to 3-4 per cent
increase in MRP which is
much lower than average food
inflation, GCMMF said in a
late night statement.
GCMMF said that since
February 2023, it has not
made any increase in prices of
fresh pouch milk in major
markets.

India's manufacturing
sector growth eases in May
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Electric two-and three-
wheeler battery swapping

network operator Battery
Smart said on Monday that it
has entered into a partnership
with e-grocery and quick
commerce service platform
Zepto as part of which it will
provide delivery partners
access to over 1,000 battery-
swapping facilities.
The tie-up will enable Zepto's
two-minute battery swaps
across more than 30 cities,
besides helping it deploy
10,000 new electric vehicles
(EVs) to its fleet in FY25,
Battery Smart said.
“We have partnered with
Zepto to enable greener last-
mile deliveries and empower
more delivery partners to join
the adoption of electric
mobility. Zepto's growth over
the past year has been
remarkable, and now, with
access to our growing network
of swap stations, we look
forward to seeing it scale even
further by deploying more
EVs to its fleet,” said Yogiraj
Gogia, Senior Director of
Partnerships and fleet

business, Battery Smart. 
Through this partnership,
Battery Smart and Zepto will
facilitate a seamless transition
to EVs for existing and new
delivery partners, who can
take advantage of the reduced
capital expenditure involved
in purchasing an EV without a
battery and use the network
operators' battery-as-a-service
(BaaS) model, Battery Smart
said.
Currently, according to the
company, EVs hold 20 per
cent share in the country's
last-mile delivery market, a
trend that aligns with the
government's target of
achieving 30 per cent
electrification of the country's
vehicle fleet by 2030. 
“Our association with Battery
Smart gives us access to the
country's largest network of
battery swapping stations,
ensuring our delivery partners
are always in proximity to a
swap station, with zero wait
time. This will also empower
partners to save time,
complete more deliveries, and
ultimately increase their
earnings,” Zepto COO Vikas
Sharma said. 
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Overall 31 per cent of
employees in India have

experienced age-related
discriminations across sectors
with the highest prevalence
reported in multinational
companies, a study said on
Monday.
The 'Ageism in the
Workplace' study by talent
company Randstad India
revealed that 31 per cent of
employees in India have
experienced discriminations
due to their age and such
discriminations are mostly
prevalent during recruitment
process, especially in job
advertisements of
organisations.
About 61 per cent
respondents said job
advertisements in India have
age biases (qualifying age
criteria or years of
experience), it added.
In India around 42 per cent of
employees interviewed, aged
below 55 years, have
experienced or witnessed
ageism or age related
discriminations at their
workplaces, compared to 29
per cent aged above 55 years,

said the study.
The data suggested that
younger age groups faced
more age discriminations
than older age groups as there
was a general lack of trust in
the youngest age group's
abilities and skills while the
oldest age group experienced
the privilege of age-based and
seniority-based respect.
Surprisingly, 42 per cent of
women reported experiencing
or witnessing ageism,
compared to 37 per cent of
men, clearly a reflection of
how ageism at work intersects
with other dimensions of

diversity, it added.
“Ageism is one of the most
overlooked unconscious
biases made at the workplace
across levels. Overcoming
ageism requires a conscious
effort to recognise and
challenge stereotypes to
create an environment where
experience and fresh
perspectives are equally
valued. By fostering an
inclusive culture that
embraces employees of all
ages, organisations can
harness the full potential of
their workforce, driving
collaboration, innovation,

and growth,” Randstad India
managing director and CEO
Viswanath PS said.
The 'Ageism in the
Workplace' study is based on
qualitative survey including
Focus Group Discussions
(FGD) and individual
interviews among Human
Resource heads and C-suite
executives across age groups,
sectors and regions in India. It
also included quantitative
survey among 956
respondents across job levels,
industries and locations.
The study further revealed
that the sectors with the
highest proportions of
respondents who had
experienced ageism were
pharma, healthcare and life
science (43 per cent), business
process outsourcing or IT-
enabled services (43 per cent),
and construction,
infrastructure, and real estate
(41 per cent).
Most employees from
multinational corporations
(MNCs) headquartered in
India reported higher
instances of ageism, with 41
per cent affirming they faced
age-related biases, the study
said. 

New Delhi: Icra on Monday
revised its outlook growth
target for domestic steel
demand to 9-10 per cent for
the current fiscal on healthy
government spending and
demand from steel-
consuming sectors. 
The domestic steel
consumption registered a
growth of 11.3 per cent
between February to April
2024, the agency said in a
report.

PTI 
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The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) on Monday said

97.82 per cent of the Rs 2000
denomination banknotes have
returned to the banking
system, and only Rs 7,755 crore
worth of the withdrawn notes
are still with the public.
On May 19, 2023, the RBI
announced the withdrawal of
Rs 2000 denomination
banknotes from circulation.
The total value of Rs 2000
banknotes in circulation,

which was Rs 3.56 lakh crore at
the close of business on May
19, 2023, has declined to Rs
7,755 crore at the close of
business on May 31, 2024.
“Thus, 97.82 per cent of the Rs
2000 banknotes in circulation
as on May 19, 2023, has since
been returned,” the central
bank said in a statement. 
The facility for deposit and/or
exchange of the Rs 2000
banknotes was available at all
bank branches in the country
till October 7, 2023.
The facility for the exchange of

the Rs 2000 banknotes has
been available at the 19 issue
offices of the Reserve Bank
since May 19, 2023.
From October 9, 2023, RBI
issue offices are also accepting
Rs 2000 banknotes from
individuals and entities for
deposit into their bank
accounts. Further, members of
the public are sending Rs 2000
banknotes through India Post
from any post office within the
country to any of the RBI issue
offices for credit to their bank
accounts.
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Days before RBI's
monetary policy, Punjab

National Bank (PNB)
managing director Atul
Kumar Goel said interest rates
have peaked and are expected
to see a reversal by the end of
this year.
The Monetary Policy
Committee, which is expected
to keep the policy rate
unchanged for the eighth time
in a row, is scheduled to begin
its meeting on June 5. The
decision of the rate-setting
panel will be announced on
June 7.
“Interest rates are contingent
upon so many factors like
growth, inflation, monetary
policy stance of other
countries. I think rates have
reached the peak. I think after
some time maybe by the end
of this year, we can see some
reduction in the rate of
interest,” he told PTI.
There should not be an
increase in the deposit rate as
95 per cent of deposits have
already been repriced, he said.
Goel said the Retail,
Agriculture and MSME
(RAM) segment is going to be
the focus area for the bank but
would not shy away from
financing good corporate
loans.
“RAM is about 55 per cent of
total credit. We want to
increase this number by
around 60 per cent in the next
four to five years. For this
year, we have set a target to
achieve 57 per cent. As I told
you we are one of the largest
banks in the country,
although the focus is on the
RAM but if an opportunity

comes, we will not allow it to
go out,” he said.
As far as corporate credit is
concerned, he said, there is
demand from infrastructure
projects, especially roads.
“Even some of the big
corporates are also planning
to increase their capacity. So,
there is a demand from the
steel sector and even
renewable energy where we
see too much of the demand,”
he said.
PNB has seen consistent
improvement in its financial
health and it recorded the
highest growth in terms of
profit in FY24.
PNB topped the chart
recording the highest profit
growth of 229 per cent among
the 12 public sector banks
during the fiscal ended in
March 2024. The bank's net
profit increased over three-
fold to Rs 8,245 crore
compared to Rs 2,507 crore in
the previous fiscal.
Talking about the strategy to
improve profitability, he said,
the focus would be on
expanding the retail,
agriculture, and MSME
portfolio, extending good

corporate loans, controlling
slippages and improving
recovery.
Besides, he said, the thrust
would also be on improving
forex income and garnering
higher fee income from
selling third-party products
to augment non-interest
income.
With regard to improving
interest income, he said, the
focus would be to increase
low-cost deposit CASA
(Current Account Savings
Account).
CASA as a percentage of total
deposits stood at 41.4 per cent
at the end of March 2024, he
said, the target is to improve
beyond 42 per cent by the end
of the current fiscal.
The bank intends to keep
credit costs below 1 per cent
during this financial year.
With all these efforts, he said,
the Return on Assets (ROA) is
expected to increase to 0.8 per
cent during the year and
touch 1 per cent by the end of
March 2025 translating into a
substantial jump in profit.
Asked about anticipated
business growth in the
current financial year, Goel
said, credit growth is expected
to be 11-12 per cent while
deposit would be 9-10 per
cent.
To fund this business growth,
the bank has received
approval to raise capital of Rs
17,500 crore from Tier I and
Tier II bonds and share sale
through private placement
during the year.
During FY24, the bank had
raised Rs 10,000 crore from
Tier I and Tier II bonds at a
very competitive rate, he
added. 

Interest rates have peaked, moderation
expected towards year end: PNB MD
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Icra revises domestic 
steel demand growth rate 
to 10 per cent for FY25
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For the second time in
three seasons, and sixth in
10 years, Real Madrid

celebrated a Champions
League title with its fans on the
streets of the Spanish capital.
Several thousands came out
Sunday to welcome the team a
day after it won a record-
extending 15th Champions
League title by beating
Borussia Dortmund 2-0 at
Wembley Stadium.
There could be even more
reasons to celebrate for Madrid
fans in the coming days with
the club reportedly close to
announcing the much-
anticipated signing of Kylian
Mbappé, the France star who
left Paris Saint-Germain and
has been targeted by the
Spanish powerhouse.
Celebrations began with the
squad leaving the team’s
Santiago Bernabeu Stadium on
top of an open bus that took
players and the coaching staff
to meet with local officials
while fans lined the streets to
greet the newly crowned
champions. 
Toni Kroos attracted most of
the attention of fans and
teammates after playing his

final match with Madrid on
Saturday. Fans repeatedly
chanted for him to stay, and
players later threw Kroos into
the air several times at the
Bernabeu.
“I want to say thank you for the
last few weeks, it was an
unforgettable farewell,” an
emotional Kroos told the

Bernabeu crowd. “And thank
you for these 10 unforgettable
years. You have supported me
from the first day until the
last.”
Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti
repeated the Champions
League celebrations in 2022,
wearing sunglasses and
smoking a cigar while dancing

with players.
Several thousand fans were at
the club’s traditional
celebration spot at Cibeles
square, where team captain
Nacho Fernández draped the
statue of the goddess Cybele
with a Madrid flag and scarf
and lifted the trophy to loud
cheers.

The festivities ended at a
packed Bernabeu, where
players addressed the fans and
again presented the
Champions League trophy. 
“Winning makes us happy, but
we are even happier to be able
to share moments like this with
you,” Ancelotti said at the
stadium. “Nights like these are
spectacular. This stadium is
capable of generating an
energy that allows us to never
give up and to do things that
may be unthinkable.”
Nearly 80,000 fans had been at
the stadium on Saturday to
watch the final on large screens
that were put on the middle of
the field. 
“Three weeks ago I promised
that we would be back here
celebrating the 15th
(Champions League) title,”
Kroos said. 
Madrid had celebrated the
Spanish league title three
weeks ago in similar fashion,
but it could not go to the
Bernabeu because it had just
hosted a concert. 
Taylor Swift played at the
venue a few days ago but the
club was able to make it
available in time for the
festivities surrounding the
Champions League final.

Real Madrid celebrates another Champions League
title with its fans on streets of Spanish capital
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Grigor Dimitrov bloodied
his racket-holding hand

and right elbow by diving for a
shot. He was covered in French
Open clay - his arm, his leg, his
back. He didn’t get a whole lot
of sleep the night before,
because rain forced him to
forfeit the usual day off
between Grand Slam matches.
None of that mattered. Here’s
what did: The 10th-seeded
Dimitrov reached the
quarterfinals at Roland Garros
for the first time at age 33,
beating No. 8 Hubert Hurkacz
7-6 (5), 6-4, 7-6 (3) at Court
Suzanne Lenglen on Sunday.
“Better late than never,” said
Dimitrov, who was wearing
bandages on the side of his
hand and arm after getting
treatment. 
“I was just telling myself: I’m
going to get to every single ball
that is there,” he said. “I’m like:
No ball is passing me.”
Dimitrov entered the day 0-2
in fourth-rounders in Paris but
made it to the final eight in his
14th appearance here, giving
him a full set of quarterfinals
from the four Grand Slam
tournaments. The Bulgarian,
who will play No. 2 Jannik
Sinner next, got to the
semifinals once apiece at the
U.S. Open, Australian Open
and Wimbledon. “The French
Open was the only Slam I felt
like I could never make that
extra step,” Dimitrov said after
dropping to his knees when the
match ended. “Today, 15 years
later, I made it, so I’m really

happy with that.”
Sinner moved on despite a
terrible-as-can-be start, getting
broken in each of his first three
service games and trailing 5-0
after 22 minutes against
unseeded Frenchman
Courentin Moutet in front of a
boisterous crowd at Court
Philippe Chatrier on Sunday
night. But Sinner, the
Australian Open champion in
January, eventually got going
and won 2-6, 6-3, 6-2, 6-1.
“Let’s say there are lessons
today I can learn from,” said
Sinner, who came into the
tournament with questions
about a hip injury that forced
him to pull out of the Italian
Open last month. “I’m happy
with how I responded. I was in
trouble, but then I raised my
level.”
The other men’s quarterfinal
on the bottom half of the
bracket will be No. 3 Carlos
Alcaraz vs. No. 9 Stefanos
Tsitsipas. Alcaraz, a two-time
major champion, defeated No.
21 Felix Auger-Aliassime, and
Tsitsipas, a two-time Grand
Slam runner-up, came back to
eliminate unseeded Matteo
Arnaldi 3-6, 7-6 (4), 6-2, 6-2. 
This has been a resurgent

season for Dimitrov, who won
the Brisbane International in
January for his first ATP title
since 2017, reached the final at
the Miami Open in March
before losing to Sinner, and
returned to the top 10 in the
rankings for the first time since
2018. He wants more.
“My quest and my goal is to be
able to win a Slam. I mean, if I
think about it, in a way, this is
the only thing that is missing in
my resume,” Dimitrov said in
an interview before the French
Open. “But this is totally and
entirely my own path. My own
goal. My own quest.”
Dimitrov also is aware, as he
put it when talking about his
career, “I’m way closer to the
end than the beginning.”
He improved to 6-0 against
Hurkacz, a friend and frequent
practice partner, by
withstanding the big server’s 20
aces and making far fewer
unforced errors, 43 vs. 28.
“He definitely competed really
well,” said Hurkacz, who beat
Roger Federer at Wimbledon
in 2021 in what turned out to
be the 20-time Slam
champion’s final match before
retirement and defeated Rafael
Nadal at the Italian Open last
month. “He came (up) with
some good shots in the
important moments.”
There was an unusual
exchange between the two
players late in Sunday’s match,
when Hurkacz — upset about
a line call — asked Dimitrov at
a changeover if he wanted to
request that chair umpire
Alison Hughes be replaced.
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The brother-sister Indian duo of R
Praggnanandhaaa and R Vaishali

suffered defeats in their respective
section while Magnus Carlsen justified
his top billing with a win over an off-
colour Ding Liren to surge to sole lead
on 12 points in the Norway Chess
tournament here.
Fabiano Caruana also scored over
compatriot Hikaru Nakamura to help
Carlsen emerge as the front runner for
the crown in the six-player double
round-robin contest being fought for a
total prize pool of USD 161000.
Pragganandhaa lost to Firouzja Alireza
of France in the Armageddon
tiebreaker after suffering a bit through
the Classical game too while Vaishali
went down to world women’s champion
Wenjun Ju of China who outplayed the
Indian in the endgame. With four
rounds still to come in both sections,
Carlsen is now followed by Nakamura
on 11 points while Praggnanandhaa is
still third on 9.5 points in all. 
Alireza is on fourth spot with eight
points in all and Caruana follows him
with 6.5 points. Surprisingly, China’s
Ding Liren seems completely out of
sorts with just 2.5 points thus far,
needing a miracle to come back in the
tournament.
In the women’s section, Wenjun
snatched the lead from Vaishali along
with Anna Muzychuk of Ukraine who

won a hard-fought Armageddon
against Tingjie Lei of China. Both
Wenjun and Muzychuk have an
identical 10.5 points, a half point ahead
of Vaishali. 
Lei is fourth on seven points, enjoying a
two-point lead over Koneru Humpy
who suffered another loss at the hands
of Pia Cramling of Sweden in the
Armageddon. 
Cramling has 4.5 points now and is still
at the bottom of the tables.

Gaining a small advantage out of the
opening, the world number one
Carlsen capitalised on his double
Bishops to launch an offensive on the
king side and used another blunder by
Ding Liren to finish the game with a
child-like queen sacrifice.
Liren looks a far cry from the man who
won the last world championship title
against Ian Nepomniachtchi of Russia
and needs to really gather himself to
make a match of it in the next edition of

the tournament against India’s D
Gukesh.
Currently, as per FIDE, the apex
governing body, there are bids from
Delhi, Chennai and Singapore to hold
the World Championship match.
Praggnanandhaa suffered a jolt in his
quest as Alireza played a nice game
under Classical to put pressure and
eventually drew the contest. In the
return game however, the Indian
faltered and could not really stage a
comeback.
In the women’s section, Vaishali had her
chances but Wenjun Ju was at her
technical best and seized opportunities
as they came her way. The minor pieces
endgame had some chances but
Vaishali could not sustain the pressure.
Results men: Magnus Carlsen (Nor,
12) beat Ding Liren (Chn, 2.5) 3-0;
Hikaru Nakamura (USA, 11) lost to
Fabiano Caruana (Usa, 6.5) 1-1.5;
Firouzja Alireza (Fra, 8) beat R
Praggnanandhaa (10) 1.5-1.
Women: R Vaishali (Ind, 10) lost to
Wenjun Ju (Chn, 10.5) 0-3; K Humpy
(Ind, 5) lost to Pia Cramling (Swe, 4.5)
1-1.5; Anna Muzychuk (10.5 beat
Tingkie Lei (Chn, 7) 1.5-1).
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Keeping the Olympics in
mind, star Indian shuttlers

Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and
Chirag Shetty will seek
consistency as they gear up to
defend their doubles title at the
Indonesia Open Super 1000
tournament, beginning here
on Tuesday.
The top seeded Indian pair,
who are one of the favourites to
win a gold at the Paris
Olympics, have enjoyed a good
run this season with four final
appearances and two wins
(French Open Super 750 and
Thailand Open Super 500.)
But they found it a tad difficult
to negotiate the variety of
serves dished out by the
Indonesians and Chinese at the
Thomas Cup and made early
exits from the All England
Open and the Singapore Open
last week.
Satwik and Chirag, who
created history by winning
India’s first BWF Super 1000
title here last year, will look to
address the slight drop in their
level this week when they
begin their campaign against
Man Wei Chong and Kai Wun
Tee of Malaysia.
With the Paris Games less than
two months away, the
Olympic-bound shuttlers will

have just a couple of
tournaments — Australian
Open and Canada Open — to
polish their skills and eliminate
any lingering rust before the
quadrennial extravaganza.
Pressure will also be on two-
time Olympic medallist PV
Sindhu to build her confidence
ahead of the Paris Games.
The runner-up finish in
Malaysia would have boosted
her morale, but the meltdown
in the decider, after leading 11-
3 to eventually lose the final
against China’s Wang Zhi Yi, is
worrisome.
While top stars such as An Se
Young, Chen Yu Fei, Akane
Yamaguchi and Carolina
Marin skipped the Malaysia
Open, the quartet will be vying
for top honours this week.
And should Sindhu win her
opening round against Wen
Chi Hsu from Chinese Taipei,
she would be up against
familiar foe Marin, who had
beaten her in the pre-
quarterfinals last week.
India’s top player in men’s
singles HS Prannoy and
Lakshya Sen will also hope for
a deep run into the event to
receive the ideal boost in the
build-up to the Paris Games.
However, it will be a tough test
of their temperament as some
big guns stand in their way in

the Super 1000 tournament.
Lakshya, who sneaked into the
Olympic qualification with
back-to-back semifinal
finishes at French Open and
All England Championships,
will begin his campaign against
Japan’s Kanta Tsuneyama. If all
goes well he will once again
square off against reigning
Olympic champion and top
seed Viktor Axelsen in the
quarterfinals.
The Dane had got the better of
Lakshya last week.
Prannoy, who has been
troubled by health issues this
season, will be eager to find his
footing. He takes on
compatriot Priyanshu Rajawat
in the first round.
Former world No.1 Kidambi
Srikanth, Kiran George and
Rajawat are also in the fray and
will be keen to have a good
run. While Srikanth will face
Chico Aura Dwi Wardoyo,
George is pitted against China’s
Weng Hong Yang.
In women’s doubles, Tanisha
Crasto and Ashwini Ponnappa,
who have qualified for the
Olympics, will begin their
campaign against the
Canadian pair of Jackie Dent
and Crystal Lai while Treesa
Jolly and Gayatri Gopichand
take on Cheng Yu-Pei and Sun
Yu Hsing of Chinese Taipei.
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Another extraordinary
summer or another

national embarrassment.
No one knows quite what to
expect from this Germany
team heading in the European
Championship.
The optimists point to the
opportunity of staging another
monthlong party like the one
that gripped the country when
it hosted the 2006 World Cup.
The pessimists can point to
three straight fiascos at major
tournaments that has forced
Germany fans to readjust their
expectations of the men’s
soccer team.
The latest signs seem positive,
though, with Germany earning
impressive wins in friendlies
against France and the
Netherlands in March after
new coach Julian Nagelsmann
instigated a shakeup of the
squad.
If the team can carry can carry
that momentum into the group
stage, expect another festive
atmosphere in Germany.
“If we get off to a good start,
Germany could experience a
similar enthusiasm and energy
to that of 2006,” said Philipp
Lahm, the former national
team captain who is now the
tournament director of Euro
2024. Many Germans still look
back fondly on that summer of
2006, and there are some
parallels between the two

tournaments.
Back then, the Germany team
coached by Jürgen Klinsmann
had been criticized before the
tournament for conceding too
many goals, and the team was
coming off an embarrassing
exit in the Euro 2004 group
stage. Klinsmann was placing
his faith in youth, but
expectations were still low
going into the World Cup.
But after three wins in the
group stage, World Cup fever
took hold in the host nation.
It was the first tournament that
Germany was hosting as a
reunified country, and for
many Germans it felt like the
first opportunity they could
wave their flag and show
national pride.
In addition, the weather was
wonderful, the beer kept
flowing and everyone seemed
to be enjoying the fun. While
Germany fell just short of the
final, losing to Italy in the
semifinals, Germans still refer
to the 2006 World Cup as a
“Sommermärchen” — or
summer fairytale.
The build-up to this summer’s
tournament has seen some
striking similarities. Germany
was playing so badly that Hansi
Flick was fired as coach last
September. Nagelsmann had a
rocky start, but threw caution
to the wind when he dropped
established players like Leon
Goretzka and Mats Hummels
and placed his trust in players
who were performing well for
their club teams.
Nagelsmann also recalled Real
Madrid star Toni Kroos,
though he didn’t know at the
time it would be for the
midfielder’s final hurrah. The
34-year-old Kroos has since
announced he will retire after
the tournament.
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Deprived of ideal
preparation by rain,
defending champions

England will hope to get their
act right straightaway when
they face Scotland in their T20
World Cup opener here on
Tuesday.
Phil Salt will look to continue
his red-hot form of the Indian
Premier League in the T20
showpiece, even as pacer Jofra
Archer’s return adds firepower
to the English bowling attack. 
Rain played spoilsport in the
preceding four-match T20I
series at home against
Pakistan, but England will still
enter the tournament as one of
the strong contenders to lift the

title for an unprecedented
third time. 
In what will be their first ever
meeting against the Scots in
the shortest format, the Jos
Buttler-led England will be the
overwhelming favourites to
emerge winners at the
Kensington Oval, which
offered a two-paced wicket for
the game between Namibia
and Oman on Sunday evening.
Placed in Group B, England
have traditional rivals
Australia, Namibia and Oman
for company besides Scotland.
To reach the Super Eight stage,
teams will have to finish in the
top two of a group. 
In white-ball cricket, it hasn’t
been smooth sailing for
England since their five-

wicket-victory over Pakistan in
the final of the last T20 World
Cup in Melbourne in 2022.
A year after their success in
Australia, Buttler’s men
endured a disastrous campaign
at the ODI World Cup in India,
finishing seventh after winning
three and losing six of their
nine matches including a
painful defeat to Afghanistan.
Their poor run in the white-
ball game continued with a
series of defeats to West Indies
in both the 50-over and 20-
over format.
In the rain-marred rubber
against Pakistan recently,
England regained some of
their lost ground with a 2-0
series win.
Now focussed on their opener

against Scotland, England have
fond memories of playing at
the Kensington Oval as it is at
this very venue the team won
its first-ever T20 World Cup
title back in 2010 under Paul
Collingwood’s captaincy,
beating Australia by seven
wickets in the summit
showdown. 
In the last 14 years since that
triumph, England have
become a dominant force in
limited overs cricket, winning
the 2019 ODI World Cup

before their glory Down Under
two years ago. 
Playing in their third
consecutive T20 World Cup,
Scotland are no match to their
fancied opponents on paper
but they will nonetheless look
to make an impression after
having breezed through the
European qualifiers. 
Scotland won all six of their
matches in the qualifiers to
finish top of the standings,
which guaranteed them a
ticket to the the West Indies

ENGLAND HOPE TO SET TONE AGAINST SCOTLAND
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Namibia’s Ruben
Trumpelmann became the

first player to take wickets in
the first two deliveries of a T20
international as his team beat
Oman via the Super Over in a
thrilling T20 World Cup match
here. David Wiese and skipper
Gerhard Erasmus smashed 21
runs for Namibia in the one-
over eliminator with Oman
managing 10 from the allotted
six deliveries bowled brilliantly
by the seasoned Wiese.
Asked to bat first, Oman were
earlier bowled out for 109 in
19.4 overs at the Kensington
Oval. In reply, Namibia were
also stopped at the same team
score with Jan Frylinck making
45 in 48 balls and Mehran
Khan taking 3/7 to force a
Super Over.
This was after Namibia’s South
Africa-born left-arm fast
bowler Trumpelmann created
history.
The 26-year-old achieved the
feat when he dismissed opener
Kashyap Prajapati and Oman
skipper Aqib Ilyas for golden
ducks on the first two balls of
the match.
Khalid Kail top-scored for

Oman with 34 in 39 balls. 
Trumpelmann took another
wicket in his second over and
returned with the career-best
figures of 4-21.
He trapped Kashyap Prajapati
leg before wicket with an in-
swinging yorker on the first
ball of the match and then
dismissed Ilyas with one that
crushed onto the batter’s toes. 
In the process, Trumpelmann
also registered the best figures
for the team in T20 World Cup
history. He beat the previous
record of 3/17 set by him
against Scotland in the 2021
edition of the T20 World Cup
held in the UAE.
After sending back Prajapati
and Ilyas off successive balls,
Trumpelmann dismissed
opener Naseem Khushi and
then returned to pick up the
wicket of Kalemullah at the
death for his fourth scalp. 
Wiese too was among wickets,
returning fine figures of 3/28
in 3.4 overs as Oman found it
hard to tackle the Namibia
bowlers.
However, defending a small
total, Oman bowlers showed a
lot of discipline and refused to
go down without a fight,
eventually managing to tie the

game. But, on the day, Nambia
had the last laugh.
While many thought Namibia
captain Erasmus would hand
the ball to Trumpelmann to
bowl the Super Over, he chose
the 39-year-old Wiese for his
years of experience and it paid
dividends.
After the nervy win, Player of
the Match Wiese, who was also
born in South Africa, said,
“Aged a couple of years tonight.
Don’t have a lot of years left in
me (laughs). It was emotionally
draining evening.”
Speaking about batting and
bowling in Super over, “It
helped that I had a feel of the
game and knew if I get a few
hits out in the Super Over ....
Then with the ball, felt like
taking the ball and executing. 
“Pitch was difficult, didn’t play
the way we thought. But we
adapted well. It was two-paced,
it was a difficult wicket to get
yourself in. Definitely one you
needed to spend a bit of time
before capitalising.” 
Namibia were on course to
chase down the target of 110
until Mehran Khan (3/7)
brought Oman back into the
contest with his two wickets in
the final over.
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India and Maharashtra batter
Kedar Jadhav on Monday

announced his retirement
from international cricket, four
years since his last appearance
for the national team.
The 39-year-old, who made his
international debut for India in
November 2014 during an
ODI against Sri Lanka at
Ranchi, went on to play 73
one-dayers as well as nine
T20Is.
Perceived close to former India
captain Mahendra Singh
Dhoni, Jadhav borrowed from
the iconic wicketkeeper-
batter’s style to announce his
retirement with a similar play
of words.
“Thank you all For your love
and support throughout my
Career from 1500 hrs.
Consider me as retired from all
forms of cricket,” (sic) wrote
Jadhav on X.
Interestingly, Jadhav is
currently captaining Kolhapur
Tuskers in the Maharashtra
Premier League which got
underway in Pune on Sunday
and his post does not specify
whether the announcement
covers this engagement.

Jadhav scored 1,389 runs at an
average of 42.09 with two
centuries and six fifties for
India in 73 ODIs. He also made
122 runs in the six innings of
the nine T20 Internationals
that he played.
Arguably, Jadhav’s biggest
moment under the sun came
during the Pune ODI against
England in January 2017, when
he got his second ODI ton. He
smacked a brutal 76-ball 120
with 12 fours and four sixes to
fire India to a three-wicket win
in a high-scoring contest.
Jadhav teamed up with Virat
Kohli (122) to put on 200 from
a mere 147 balls for the fifth
wicket after India were
reduced to 63/4 at one stage,
chasing 351.
Having developed his off-spin
skills, Jadhav also emerged as a
potent option with the ball
with his slingy action that
fetched him 27 ODI wickets.
In the Indian Premier League,
the right-handed batter played
for Chennai Super Kings,
(formerly) Delhi Daredevils,
now-defunct Kochi Tuskers
Kerala, (formerly) Royal
Challengers Bangalore and
Sunrisers Hyderabad.
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and the USA for the marquee
tournament. 

TEAMS (FROM): 
England: Jos Buttler (c),
Moeen Ali, Jofra Archer,
Jonathan Bairstow, Harry
Brook, Sam Curran, Ben
Duckett, Tom Hartley, Will
Jacks, Chris Jordan, Liam
Livingstone, Adil Rashid, Phil
Salt, Reece Topley, Mark Wood
Scotland: Richie Berrington
(c), Matthew Cross, Brad
Currie, Chris Greaves, Oli
Hairs, Jack Jarvis, Michael
Jones, Michael Leask, Brandon
McMullen, George Munsey,
Safyaan Sharif, Chris Sole,
Charlie Tear, Mark Watt, Brad
Wheal.
Match starts at 8pm IST. 

AFGHANISTAN EYE
WINNING START: In the
day’s other match, Afghanistan
will be the overwhelming
favourites against Uganda at
the Providence in Guyana. The
Africans are making their
maiden appearance in the
tournament.
Afghanistan did extremely well
in the last ICC tournament,
beating the likes of England,
South Africa and Pakistan in
the ODI World Cup in India
last year, and they will certainly
take heart from that showing
in this tournament. 

TEAMS: 
Afghanistan: Rahmanullah
Gurbaz (wk), Ibrahim Zadran,

Azmatullah Omarzai,
Najibullah Zadran,
Mohammad Ishaq,
Mohammad Nabi, Gulbadin
Naib, Karim Janat, Rashid
Khan (c), Nangyal Kharoti,
Mujeeb Ur Rahman, Noor
Ahmad, Naveen-ul-Haq,
Fazalhaq Farooqi, Fareed
Ahmad Malik.
Uganda: Brian Masaba (c),
Simon Ssesazi, Roger Mukasa,
Cosmas Kyewuta, Dinesh
Nakrani, Fred Achelam,
Kenneth Waiswa, Alpesh
Ramjani, Frank Nsubuga,
Henry Ssenyondo, Bilal
Hassun, Robinson Obuya,
Riazat Ali Shah (vc), Juma
Miyaji, Ronak Patel.
Match starts at 8pm IST. 
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Mumbai skipper Ajinkya
Rahane on Monday

underlined the importance of
working on fitness and
exhorted the players of his state
side to utilise the off-season
training camp for getting
better.
The Mumbai Cricket
Association (MCA) launched
the three-month long camp on
the theme titled ‘Home of the
Champions’ for the upcoming
season. 
Rahane, who led Mumbai to
their record-extending win in
the Ranji Trophy last season,
said work behind the scenes is
critical for players to deliver on
the field.
“It will inspire many
youngsters to do well for
Mumbai and carry the legacy
forward and do well for
Mumbai in all age groups
(teams),” Rahane told media.
“Working on fitness and on

your own game plan, because
this is the time when you can
actually focus on what areas
you want to improve as an
individual,” Rahane said when
asked about what kind of work
he would want the players to
focus on. 
“Once the season starts, it is all
about what the team requires
from you. These 2-3 months is
all about getting better as
individuals in terms of fitness
and skills,” he added. 
Rahane praised the governing
body’s decision to appoint
former bowler Dhawal
Kulkarni as the bowling
mentor for all teams across age
groups (both men and
women). 
“It is a very good gesture from
MCA. He has played Mumbai
for so many years, he has
represented India and I am
sure that will be of help,” he
said.
“He has the ability of spotting
the talent from various age

groups and develop them. I am
sure he will find good bowlers
for Mumbai and India,”
Rahane added.
The India batter will also be
playing County cricket in
England to give himself match-

time during this period. 
“For me, it’s very important to
keep playing and that is what I
was looking for,” Rahane said,
confirming that he is set for a
stint with Leicestershire.
“Playing matches at this stage

is important. I will work on my
fitness for a month and will go
to Leicester for County
matches,” he said. 
“For me it is all about having
those matches under my belt
before our domestic season
starts otherwise it becomes too
long a gap and you hardly get
anytime to (address) whatever
areas you want to improve,”
Rahane added. 
Meanwhile, addressing various
age group players during the
inauguration of the camp,
India batter Sarfaraz Khan
highlighted the importance of
being focused and not give in
to frustrations. 
“I would get frustrated in
between thinking I was not
getting that opportunity (to
play for India), but my father
would tell me to focus on
performing — to think as if I
am playing for India even if I
am playing Ranji Trophy and
thus I would only focus on
performing,” he said.


